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Senate Republicans ask Watt for resignation
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate ReSublicans served blunt notice
'ednesday that Interior Secretary
James Wan must go, or face a strong
vote of no confidence. But President
Reagan said Watt "has done a fine
Job7 and a "stupid remark" didn't
merit his removal.
Senate GOP leaders said a stormy,
doaed-door caucus Tuesday had dem-

onstrated that support for Watt had
waned far beyond previous estimates,
and a consensus emerged that the
secretary should resign for the good
of the party. Minority Democrats, in
their own caucus days earlier, unanimously endorsed a call for Watt's
ouster.
Reagan, whose aides had pronounced the case closed over Watt'
last week, told The Associated Press

board of directors that the secretary
"has done a fine Job."
The president said Watt made "a
stupid remark" when he referred to
an advisory panel on coal leasing as
"a black .. a woman, two Jews and a
cripple" two weeks ago.
BUT REAGAN told the AP directors he agreed with House Democratic Leader Jim Wright of Texas on

the issue. "He didn't think it was an
impeachable offense, and I don't either," Reagan said.
"I recognize that a mistake was
made," the president said. "He
(Watt) recognizes that, too. What he
was trying to say was not based on
any malice, any prejudice of any
kind... If there was any bigotry or
malice in the man, prejudice of any

kind, he wouldn't be a part of the conceded the interior secretary was
in deep trouble.
administration."
As for the Republican caucus, Sen.
"There is an increasing number of
Bob Dole of Kansas said "Some very members of the majority who are of
strong feelings were expressed. the opinion that a change will ultimaThere's a very, very strong feeling tely have to be made," Stevens said.
that Secretary Watt should leave."
REPUBLICANS had a wide rangAnd even Watt's must outspoken ing discussion of Watt at the caucus,
defender of late, Assistant Republi- and almost all agreed, according to
can Leader Ted Stevens of Alaska, participants, that Watt should resign.
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Dam bill OK'd
WASHINGTON (AP) - A bill that
would finance federal dams and waterways, including projects in Cleveland and Gallipolis, Ohio, cleared the
House by voice vote yesterday and
steamed toward the Senate.
An amendment offered by Bob Edgar, D-Pa., that would have dropped
M of the 43 projects in the bill -including the Gallipolis and Cleveland projects -was defeated by a vote of 271133 after more than three hours of
debate.
In remarks for the House floor,
Clarence Miller, R-Ohio, said the bill,
combined with authorizing legislation, would provide for a complete
overhaul of the Gallipolis dam, on the
Ohio River, and construction of a new
1,200-foot lock. The present 600-foot
lock, half the length of others on the
river, is a cause of delays in river
shipping.
Thes appropriations
apt
bill is dependent
upon an
measure
priations
usual congressional procedure and
funded projects that Congress has not
yet formally approved.
"The total estimated cost of a new
Gallipolis locking chamber and an
updated dam is set at $325 million,"
Miller said. "We expect the House to
soon consider a bill authorizing $280
million for Gallipolis, with a major
portion of funding for the project to be
taken from the user fees collected
from the barge industry and set aside
in the inland waterway trust fund."
THE BILL also provides funds to
dredge the east and west entrances to
Cleveland harbor, extend the breakwater at the extreme end of the harbor and add recreational facilities
along the lakefront. It would allow the
harbor to accommodate a new generation of bulk freighters, which measure 1,000 feet by 105 feet and bold up
to 00,000 tons.
The Gallipolis locks and dam were
constructed in 1937, nearly 280 river
miles downriver from Pittsburgh, and

the limited capacity has served to
back up river traffic.
Rep. Thomas Luken, D-Ohio, rose
on the House floor in support of the
Gallipolis project, saying he had recently visited the facility and noticed
"what an obstruction it is to navigation."
Luken called the project "an absolute neccessity affecting not only the
Ohio Valley region... but much of the
mid-continent and northeast quadrant
of the United States. It has been
designated as one of the two most
critical bottlenecks in the inland system," he added.
Rep. Robert Wise, D-W.Va., called
the Gallipolis facility a "chokepolnt"
on the Ohio River.
"THE LOCKS are too small today
to accommodate modern barge traffic," Wise said. "Gallipolis epitomizes our nation's deteriorating
infrastructure. Products from 19 different states move through the Gallipolis locks and dam. The funding
provided for Gallipolis in this bill is
sincerely needed, or else a major
traffic crisis at Gallipolis can be expected by the end of the decade."
Rep. Mary Rose Dakar, D-Ohio,
said Cleveland has been waiting for
more than a decade to get its harbor
dredged.
"I am convinced that because we
were unable to get the funding to
dredge our harbor and to provide for
all-weather projects, that we lost hundreds, if not thousands, of Jobs,"
Oakar said. "Five hundred thousand
jobs, in one way or another, plug into
whether or not our harbor is able to
accommodate vessels properly. We
can't wait any longer."
Rep. Louis Stokes, DOhio, said the
Cleveland port is a major transportation link to the steel industry, the
largest iron ore receiving port on the
Great Lakes.
"The activity of the Cleveland harbor is closely linked to the economic
vitality of the Cleveland metropolitan
area, the entire northeast Ohio region," he said.

Leader
dies in car
explosion
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Prime
Minister Shafik Wazzan accused Israel yesterday of a "flagrant violation" of the May 17 troop withdrawal
accord and indicated Lebanon might
scrap the pact.
In southern Lebanon, meanwhile,
an Israeli-backed militia commander
switched on the ignition of his car,
setting off a bomb that killed him and
critically wounded his wife in a towering ball of flame.
The victim, Hussein Wahbe, a Shiite
Moslem, headed the Israeli-supported
militia known as the National Guard
in Adloun, 30 miles south of Beirut.
Israeli forces sealed off the town and
arrested 40 members of the Shiite
Amal militia, which has vowed to
punish any collaborator with Israel.
Wazzan accused Israel of violating
the pullout agreement by its partial
withdrawal of troops from the Chouf
and Aley Mountains Sept. 4.
"Israel has violated this agreement
by staging its sudden, partial withdrawal, which caused the very massive
misery and destruction that we
sought to avert by speeding up the
negotiations to conclude the accord,"
Wazzan charged.

Oenlse Carroll, sophomore with an undeclared major, stops to smell the flowers that the Kappa Delta pledge
class is selling to raise money for philanthropy. The flowers are on sale in the University Oval.

Bill becomes effective
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A longdebated bill giving Ohio's public employees collective-hargaining authority - including a limited right to strike
-becameeffective yesterday.
The measure will not become fully
operational until April 1 but it sets in
motion a series of preliminary actions. They are designed to provide a
smooth start for bargaining procedures which will affect an estimated
560,000 state and local employees.
Within the next 30 days, Gov. Richard Celeste is required to appoint a
three member State Employee Relations Board.
Its members will be full-time em-

ployees of the state. At the start,
SERB, among other things, will make
rules and regulations to implement
the bill and collect information from
employers and employee organizations so that it can execute its assigned functions.
After next April, the board will
conduct hearings, with the power to
subpoena witnesses, to resolve disputes arising from unfair labor practice sections of the bill.
ALSO WITHIN 30 days, the governor is required to name a seven-member Public Employment Advisory and
Counseling Effort commission. That
group will be required to conduct
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meetings around Ohio to explain the
bill's purpose and to help employers
and employee groups prepare for its
local implementation.
Under the proposal, which Ohio's
labor unions have sought for at least a
decade, employees wul have the statutory right to form or Join labor
organizations to bargain tor wages
and hours along with terms and conditions of employment.
The bill repeals Ohio's embattled,
strike-prohibiting Ferguson Act and
gives public workers, with certain
exceptions, the right to strike after a
series of spelled-out, step-by-step bargaining procedures fail to resolve an

BECAUSE OF this "flagrant violation of the agreement, we will not rule
out a reconsideration of the accord,"
he said.
Wazzan added that the Lebanese
government has never exchanged ratified treaty documents with Israel
because "we reached a stage where
we felt the accord would not yield the
fruits we hoped it would produce."

Undressed man roams
by Marcy Grande
staff reporter

The "Fruit of the Loom Man," you never know where he'll turn
up. Lately, he has been turning up
in the Jerome Library, but the big
question is what floor will he show
up on next?
According to Dean Gerkens,
associate director of Public
Safe'.y, a male clad only in underwear, has been making appearances in the library since last
spring.
"He doesn't make contact or
bother anyone," Gerkens said.

"He just shows up every now and
then in his skivvies and sits in one
of the caroles."
His latest escapade was Tuesday night on trie fourth and eighth
floors.
The library monitor first
spotted him walking around on
the eighth floor and then called
Public Safety, Gerkens said. A
plain-clothes officer was sent to
patrol the area and later caught
him on the fourth floor.
About two to three weeks before
that he also made an untimely
appearance, Gerkens said. But
until now. Public Safety has never

been able to capture him, because
of his mysterious escape techniques.
"WE HAVE NOT pressed
charges yet," Gerkens said. "We
just issued him a warning, but
he'll be back."
The dashing drawer displayer
made things difficult for Public
Safety when he was captured by
presenting questionable indentification.
"When we brought him in here,
he had about three names and
three social security numbers. So
we don't know if he is a student or
not," Gerkens said.

CIA provides plane for rebel raid on Nicaragua
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Central
Intelligence Agency provided antiSandinista rebels with at least one of
the planes used in bombing raids
Inside Nicaragua last month, intelligence sources said.
One source said it was a CIA-supplied plane, piloted by two Nicaraguan rebels, mat crashed at the base
of the control tower at Managua's

international airport during a Sept. 8
bombing raid. Another source said
the CIA has provided five light planes
to the Costa Rican-based forces of
former Sandinista hero Eden Pastora, who claimed responsibility for
the airport raid.
Although CIA "covert" support for
Honduran-based, Nicaraguan counter-revolutionaries has been known
for months, Pastora's source of arms

and money has remained shrouded in
secrecy. Pastora, who broke with the
Sandinista government 18 months
ago, has repeatedly refused to say
where he gets his support.
CIA spokesman Dale Peterson said
yesterday "it is not our policy to
comment on such allegations."
Three US. intelligence sources who
confirmed the existence of U.S. aid to

Pastora spoke on condition they not
be identified.
ONE SAID only the plane that
crashed at the airport killing the two
rebels on board came from the CIA,
and other planes used by Pastora's
forces were provided by the rightist
Salvadoran government without U.S.
involvement.
However, another source, who has
access to the ledger listing CIA aid to

-the bottom line-

Reagan
honors
heroes

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan told two young heroes being
cited for their bravery yesterday that
"you honor us with your presence" in
the White House Rose Garden.
"We are in the presence of authentic heroes," Reagan said, as he presented Young American Medals to
Carolyn "Karen" Hartsock, 15, of
Castlewood, Va., and Bennitt Pionke,
11, of Clarendon Hills, 111.
Hartsock was honored for saving

index
her brother and sister from their
burning home in June 1982 despite her
own extensive burns, which have required months of treatment at the
University of Virginia Medical Center, where she continues to undergo
skin grafts.
Pionke received his medal for saving a 8-year-old boy who had fallen
through the ice while playing on a
pond near their homes.
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Pastora, said the CIA supplied him
three two-engine Cessnas and two
one-engine Cessnas. He added that
the agency also provides Pastora's
rebels with "the normal complement
of arms" that go to the Honduranbased forces.
The source said the CIA bought the
planes with money from the agency's
secret "contingency fund," not from
the $19 million allocated for the Nica-
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• Why bar bouncers risk life, limb, and
the* looks tor the stein and pitcher
Page 3
• An American writer searches for the
army of a Persian king lost 25 centures
ago Page 14.

raguan covert action in 1983 budget.
The CIA exceeded that budgeted
amount in March - about halfway
through the federal budget year - and
relied on the contingency fund to pay
for the operation after that point,
sources have said.
The source said the planes technically were "sold" to Pastora's forces
because CIA officials "don't want
their fingerprints too obvious."

weather

Sunny today with a high in the mid60s. becoming parity cloudy tonight.
Low in the rmcMOs
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editorial

Union should strive
for feasible change
The state of the (University) Union is finally getting some
needed attention from the adminstration. But then, any
facility on campus that shows a loss of 1200,000 last year
would get some attention.
I. A. Milliron, director of management support services
said he is "hoping to bring some life back into the place."
Namely, to make it profitable. Proposed additions include a
beauty shop, a florist shop, non-smoking and smoking sections in the Falcon's Nest, as well as new tables, chairs and
curtains. This is all well and good, but Milliron admits that
financially it will not be immediately feasible.
Perhaps those who strive to make the Union a moneymaking venture, should consider some practical ways to
draw more people into the Falcon's Nest.
First of all, many customers are disgruntled with the long
wait and the slow service. If the Falcon's Nest could open
additional checkout lines, the waiting time could be reduced
considerably.
Secondly, the seating of the Falcon's Nest is not sufficient
to seat all those wanting to use the Union at peak times
during the day. The arrangement of the cafeteria does not
utilize all the space needed for the food lines and seating.
Changes are needed at the Union; however, additions being
considered such as the beauty and florist shops should be put
on the back burner until the more immediate and pressing
problems have been addressed.

Leftover-ism: unknown
but common disease

Undercurrent: reminder of the 60s
people indepth about those tension
areas. Newspapers such as the News
do not cover Central America and
Eastern Europe to a great degree
because their audiences want a larger
scope with concentration on current
"hot spots," such as Lebanon, and on
local issues.

Faris promised in his May 18, 1981
Issue to publish again in the fall. For
whatever reason, lean only speculate
it was due to a lack of time and a
serious deficiency of funds, be didn't
print another until March 1982. As far
as I know that was the last

At times, when we hear about something that excites us, it disappears
before we are able to see it. Only after
it is gone do we come to realize how
much it could have meant to us,
and the irony can do nothing to bring
it back.
When an underground newspaper
appeared on campus in 1981, I was
excited and compared it in my mind
to the alternative press of the '60s.
The counterculture movement and
the political consciousness of that
time gave birth to newspapers that
covered stories with a radical bent.
The Undercurrent, an alternative
newspaper published by two University students, was bom with this kind
of philosophy in the minds of its
editors, but it burned out after only
three or four issues. Before I, and
many others, had a chance to see the
paper, read it and accept it into our
regular reading, it had folded.
The editors, Richard L. Faris and
Kent Carlin-Morse, intended the Undercurrent as a "vehicle for social,
etical and philosophical express- This is important, but many Ameri" According to a contributor to the cans are not well informed on internapaper, Dr. Donald McQuarie, asso- tional issues. According to an article
ciate professor of sociology, Faris in the Christian Science Monitor,
was unhappy with the way the local Sept m, 1983, public opinion polls
press was covering political devel- show that only 8 percent of those
opments in El Salvador, Poland, Gua- interviewed knew which side the US
temala and Northern Ireland and the administration supports in both El
reporting on such national issues as Salvador and Nicaragua. (Answer:
the nuclear arms buildup.
The US government is far the governThere was a need then as there is
ment of El Salvador and against the
now for an alternative press to inform government of Nicaragua.)

Faris' funds came partly from advertisers, but the bulk was from contributions. One issue was completely
funded by $400 from one contributor,
but the funds were not enough in the
long run. The time involved in the
production of the paper - CarlinMorse had quit because he no longer
bad the time to devote to the paper,
McQuarie told me - also was too much
for Faris.

by Joe Gray
Ebrtb is too small a star,
And humanity too brief a visitor upon it
for anything to matter more
than toe struggle for peace.
Undareurront

not worry if what someone just said is
on the next test.
Okay, so they also admit the loan
A friend of mine in Columbus suffers from letdown-ism.
payments are making it difficult to
This is a fairly common but little- save and rush-hour traffic is driving by Oary Wllla
known disease second-year law stu- them crazy.
But at least they are liquidating
dents contract.
The so-called neo-liberals have
First-year law students, like be was their debts, rather than maintaining been
busy telling other Democrats
last year, have the benefit of riding deficit spending, and are not con- that the New Deal is dead. Gary Hart
the crest of the (new?) wave of nov- stantly mutilated during strolls says that proves Edward Kennedy's
elty law school brings. Now that he is across campus by mad cyclists.
day has passed. (So, by the look of
in that great gray trough of familiarAnd the freshmen I have met this things, has Hart's own day passed, so
ity, which, while not breeding con- year (gads, they dress better and look far as this presidential election
tempt, certainly does dull one's younger every year) not only inten- goes?)
passion for the pursuit of justice.
sify my condition bat also make me
As if to signal his surrender in the
Meanwhile, in the northwestern want to hang my bead in shame. The matter,
Kennedy himself has boasted
cornfields of Ohio, his friend suffers world has ended if a class is missed, that be helped deregulate - the airfrom leftover-ism.
cramming is a foreign word, and not lines; and he has tried to deregulate
This illness, which Is also common one of them seems to grow tired when
as well. It looks as if even the
but little known, is caught after one's buffing up against the questions of life trucking
last New Dealer has got that old-time
tour-year undergraduate study ex- here.
free-market religion.
tends to what seems like a decade
the market has not been kind to
I long to have that type of con- theBut
plan sentence and it reeks of restlesIt has revealed that there
science consistently again. The one I are airlines.
many different definitions of effiWhile avoiding classes and other do have is under constant torment.
The market is supposed to
Rolling out of bed in the morning ciency.
University responsibilities like
men into the most efficient acplague-infested vermins, the leftovers exhausts me. It is not the getting up prod
reward. But the
that requires energy but the thought tion for immediate
curdle in the hollows of misery.
making of money, from the
I know, no one said I had to get out process prior to the move. On the one efficient
point of view, does not
in four years. This is not high school. hand, I tell myself it really does not capitalists'
necessarily assure the most efficient
Nevertheless, my mind was pro- matter if I miss the class. I can distribution
of services, from the congrammed for four years maximum always get the notes. But on the other sumers' point
of view.
during those first days at "The" Ohio hand, avoiding these responsibilites
State University in Columbus. Little could be detrimental to my cure,
The airlines, left on their own with
did I know what was ahead of me - which is not in my plans for gradua- only
profit in view, began cutting lowtransferring, the semester conversion tion.
return service to out-of-the-way
and a few tough classes - all of which
Those who live where it does
would prolong the degree.
During these quiet hours of desola- places.
pay to reach them can be neFew I know share my condition. My tion, when the walls of confinement not
while the lines compete for
"college" friends have come and seem 100 feet high and the only mail glected,
heavy-traffic routes.
graduated for the most part. Hearing and phone calls I get here are from theCompetition
for those prize routes
from them tends to only increase my hostile readers, it is the hour to pro- led to the price
wars that have
symptoms.
mote my cure. Time to put a lid on my pleased some consumers while forcTheir letters and calls boast of the words and get back to work.
ing the airlines into a suicidal compechallenges and enjoyment their work
with one another. A number of
brings, now good it is to get paid more Julie Thornton, editor of the News, is tition
lines have been forced out of
than pennies for reaching toward a leftover news-editorial major from small
business,
along with Braniff. Contitheir goals and how relieving it is to Columbus.
nental has declared bankruptcy, and
Eastern threatens to. TWA and other
-FORUMlines are running large deficits. The
fa ancient Rome the Forum was a drama and phone number where you
meeting place lor the discussion of can be reached during regular bmatpolitics and l—met ol the day. The neaa hours.
general etore In until towns acroma
Wa would also like to print guest
taw United States took on that atmo- columns dealing with Issues we may
sphere years ago and still has It In not have given full vent to. The
some locales. A forum lor the dis- Issues may deal with camapma leemes
cussion of Issues and opinloma, and can be national or International
therefore, has been met through In scope, but should be made reladifferent mediums.
tive to the University community.
Taw Letters column ol the New* to Guest columns should mot exceed
yomr forum lor discussing Issues 500 words, and muat ha typewritten.
maptwtant to you. the University and Please Include yomr hamttomm,
taw community. Lively debates have data standing (freshman, sophobeen warned here, ranging from bit- more, graduate student, ate.) and
ter wordplay over aeaaal harraa- major.
mnent to sarcastic repartee about
mating habits to McDonald dining
The News dome reserve the right to
refect letters or porUoma of letters
We Invite you to write letters to the mm belkrvm to be In had taste, mall- .ew% addressing whatever concerns clous or llbelous. AH submissions
mam. Wa want to print yomr point of arm subject to condensation though
view. Letters should be typewritten, this Is rarely doom.
or at least legibly printed, triplePlease send yomr opinions to:
emaead and signed. Try to limit your
ktttmr to 200 words because of
Editor
apace. Because all letters must 6a
BGNewi
i a Mail, please Include yomr adm Uah-eriKy Haft.
' THE BG NEWS
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The articles, longer than
the average news story, had a
sense of urgency about the
issue with which the author
was dealing. The writers'
work appeared well documented, but
the slant of their opinion was there.

I didn't see a copy of the Undercurrent until last spring, long after the
ink had dried forever for the paper.
Faris gave me a couple of copies after
he and I had talked about it one day
while working here at the News.
(Ironically, Faris was the editorial
editor of the News last spring.) It was
not as radical as I had expected when
I heard about an underground newspaper on campus my sophomore
year, but I learned a few things from
it about world politics.

Newsletters printed by nuclear
freeze and human rights groups
abound today in the country. They
focus on the same issues Faris tried to
The content of the paper was good. cover with his paper, but to me the
The articles were well constructed idea of an alternative newspaper here
and the issues important, but good still has an idealistic appeal.
writing is not enough to run a newspaper. Because Faris did not have
enough money to pay for the costs of
publishing the paper, the Undercur- Joe Gray, editorial editor for the
rent came out infrequently. Two edi- News, is a senior news/editorial
tions came out in spring 1981 and major from Jewett, Ohio.

Definitions of efficiency differ in market

by jMlle Thornton

Trtaor" "•**
Stodont Adv. Mar
AM. Copy Editor

College students have been shown to
be more informed than the average
person, but in this case a substantial
Improvement in percentage would
probably still mean a low number of
Informed college students.
The Undercurrent was a reaction to
the void that Faris and Carlin-Morse
saw in the local press. Arti*%% Uy9£$cv$.*fNT
cles, contributed by Univerim
sity political science and
sociology professors and poNorthern Ireland: *££.►»•££**««
litically concerned students,
Tdr I .INI Colon*
HE
were well written and concertrated on analysis. The paper
leaned noticeably to the left
with articles about myths the
US government had circulated claiming our weakness
in nuclear arms, the move in
Poland toward true communisim in 1981 - written by
McQuarie, himself a student
of Marxism - the oppressive
Family Protection Act, a bill
that threatened the civil liberties of gay Americans, and
the Catholic layity's participation in world politics.
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Clear Views cartoon
demeaned women
Pertaining to the Clear Views cartoon that appeared in the BG News
October 5, 1983. (RE: Customers
standing in the check out line at the
grocery store and the computerized
register responds to the female customer, "Nice Melons, Hon.") I find
this cartoon offensive and it is discouraging to find the paper still uses
this kind of propaganda.
Even though this may appear to be
a small matter, it is the continued
display of women being harassed that
I object to.
I do not like to be made fun of: I do
not like to be laughed at and I know
the other half of the human race
would not like to be distorted either.
By the endorsement that the BG
News gives of exploiting women, you
continue the bad reputation that the
media now has.
Oarlnda J. Harnar
StudenUEmptoyea of BQSU

Man wonders why
no males in class
Why, I hope someone can tell me,
am I one of the only two males in my
women's studies class?
I have been told that it is because in

distance connections. When the components of the system are broken
apart, so each item must finance
itself, local calls - essential to the
elderly, to emergency services, to
The introduction of competition into part-time jobs, to local business -bethe telephone system has had similar come more expensive.
results. The market promises servThe less necessary long-distance
ices at cheaper costs, yet many peo- calls, indulged in generally by richer
Se find their phone bills going up. people, get cheaper. As so often haprider the old regulation, airlines had pens, market efficiency means better
to service certain low-return routes. service for the better-off, with a conIn the same wfiy, "Ma Bell" subsi- comitant deprivation of the poor.
Right-wingers constantly attack the
dized local calls, by a heavier charge
for the comparative luxury of long- inefficiency of the Postal Service,

which subsidizes delivery of mail to
remote places and distribution of useful lniormation at less than cost.
Break up the Postal Service's components, and how often and bow early
would mail reach the poor residents
or the distant farm? Social utility and
private prof it are antithetical in many
cases. Only the advocates of the rich
treat them as synonymous. The free
market is not free. It does not serve
everyone. It serves the rich

our male society anything women
have to offer is considered irrelevent,
so why bother learning about it. I can
not believe this. How can the accomplishments, viewpoints, contributions
and works of more than half our
population be irrelevent to our society? By learning of these things I
hope to be able to increase my awareness of our entire society, to enjoy two
viewpoints instead of limiting myself
to one. Our society can only benefit
from understanding and using the
viewpoints of women. So why are
there only two of us?

Christmas as a national holiday? After all, Christmas is a celebration of
Jesus Christ's birth. Wait! Don't stop
at Christmas. What about Easter as a
national holiday? Easter is a celebration of Jesus Christ's resurrection.
If the holidays are not legal, what
about the legality of the words, "In
God We Trust" on every U.S coin?
Separation of church and state was
made with good intentions, but people
seem to be splitting some very fine
hairs with that as their argument.
Christmas without a nativity scene is
like Christmas without a Christmas
tree. The nativity scene should have
as much right to be included in a
community display as Santa Claus
and his reindeer.

logic of competition not only ignores
profitless consumers, but endangers
the profit-seeking businesses themselves.

Maybe men feel a sense of anxiety
as I did, yet I decided the benefits I
will receive demanded I overcame
my fears of harrassment and learn. I
hope others also see this and sign up

Clear Views

for any class offered by the Women's
Studies Program. Once enrolled you
will know you have made a decision of
beneficial growth.
Paul Brakaman
423 N. Enter prise

Communties have right
to nativity displays
As I read the October Sth edition of
the BG News, I became very disturbed to read the Supreme Court is
trying to decide whether it is legal or
not for communities to include nativ' scenes in their official Christmas
le they're at tt, why don't they
decide whether or not it is legal for the
federal government to declare

Gary Wills is a columnist for .toe
Universal ft«ss Syndicate.
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Issues threaten upgrading of minority status
by Monica Oroin
staff reporter

The passage of Issues 2
and 3 on toe November
ballot would threaten proru designed to upgrade
status of women and
minorities, according to
Suzanne Crawford, direc-

tor of the Off ice of Affirmative Action.
The affirmative action
policy of the University is
designed to implement
Equal Employment Opportunity laws. The plan concerns hiring faculty,
admitting students and
monitoring racial and sexual harrassment at the

said.
The areas where these
people are being hired is
also changing. The recent
appointment of two women
vice presidents is in itself a
coup, Crawford said.
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION is concerned not only
with the number of faculty

hired and retained, but
with efforts to change attitudes campus wide, Crawford said.
When it becomes an issue which is played out by
campus organizations and
becomes a matter of campus discussion, Crawford
said attitudes are beginning to change.

University.
Crawford said affirmative action works to change
the mix of personnel and
students at the University,
providing the opportunity
for "people of difference''
to work or attend class
here.
The threat of Issues 2
and 3, Crawford said, is the

budget cuts they would involve. She said the issues
could be a "significant
thrust in cutting the ability
of the University to hire if
they are retrenching."
Currently, 9 percent of
the newly hired administrative staff and faculty
are minorities and 27 percent are women, Crawford

University President Dr.
Paul Olscamp has, in the
past, taken a strong stand
against racial and sexist
behavior, stating in published affirmative action
plans that circumventing
procedures to assure equal
treatment will erode trust
and impair the climate for
learning.

Issue 2 would require a
three-fifths majority
among legislators in order
to adopt tax increases, a
measure many say would
hinder the legislative process and undermine the
principle of majority rule.
Issue 3 would repeal all tax
laws enacted this year.

Union makes changes Don't bounce with 'em
by Janet Boyer
start reporter

Last year the University
Union had over a $200,000
deficit. In an effort to prevent this from occurring
again there have been
some changes, while others still are being made.
"Some ideas are being
thrown around to bring
some life back into the
place," A. I. Milliron, director of management support services, said. "I
really want to bring people
back in the building who
were dissatisfied with it."
There has been some
controversy about some of
the proposed changes -

namely, the idea of setting
S> a beauty parlor and
Drist in the building.
Both the Undergraduate
Student Government and
the University Activities
Organization expressed
concern about the lack of
student input in the
changes.
"I really don't have an
excuse why we didn't seek
input from the students,"
Milliron said, adding that
some of the changes were
discussed over the summer and not many students
were around.

With the opening of the
Greenery, a soup and salad
bar restaurant, the Union
is is on its way to accomplishing their goal of bringing new people into it.

"ITS NOT that we don't
need input from the student, it was just an over-

The next step is to make
some changes in the Falcon's Nest, Milliron said.

sight," he said, adding that
just because the Union is
brainstorming suggestions
doesn't mean they will go
into effect.
A group of people will
narrow the number of suggestions to the most feasible ones and student input
will also be considered,
Milliron said.

Some of the changes being considered deal with
the number of items on the
menu and opening the
service counter in the evening, Milliron added.
There has also been
some suggestion of designating smoking and nonsmoking areas in the Nest,
Karen Reese, UAO president said.
"Ideally we would like to
go in with new tables,
chairs and curtains to
bring some warmth into
the Union," Milliron said.
"However this doesn't
seem to be a financial possibUty at present," he said.

Mike Farln*
reporter

Some students take him
for granted. Others attribute the bar's reputation to
him. You know him best as
the guy who breaks up the
fights in University bars the bouncer.
Students often wonder
what possesses someone to
be a bouncer. Alex Due,
senior marketing research
major and part-time
bouncer at Uptown and
Downtown, said he does it
because "it's a job and it's
money."
However, Due does like
his job. "I do look forward

to going to work at times,"
be said.
Other bouncers share the
same opinion as Due. Mike
Hummer, senior sports
management major and
part-time bouncer at the
Brathaus, agrees that he
enjoys his work.
"I got this job just because it's simply money,
but I do enjoy my work,"
Hummer said, adding that
his job pays as well as any
campus job he's seen.
According to both men,
they applied and were interviewed for their jobs.
Neither had to meet any
specific requirements as
far as size goes. However,

Due maintains Uptown is
now looking for more size
in their bouncers.
"RECENTLY, the
Uptown has been
have been a little
though they have no trouble holding their own in a
fight," Due said.
As far as fighting is concerned, it's a bouncer's job
to keep trouble at a minimum level.
"People start fights in
bars because when they
drink too much, their emotions come out and they
may say something to
someone they hold a
grudge against," Due said.
A bouncer must be able
to hold his own against just

about everyone. The boun
cers rarely get help from
anyone else in the bar.
"We usually take care of
the confrontation ourselves but once in a while a
friend of the person fighting will help us out," Hummer said.
Whether one wants to
believe it or not, conflicts
do occur in bars at the
University. A bouncer is
partially responsible for
keeping up the reputation
Due also has an opinion
for his places of employment. "Uptown has a good
reputation and Downtown
an excellent one," he said.

Cheerleaders' support evident at athletic events
by Mike Mcnryro
reporter

The reverberation of
inspirational chants and
the University fight songs
echoed throughout Doyt L!
Perry Stadium. More than
20,000 fans were on their
feet, screaming in unison.
This was evidence that the
cheerleaders were doing
their job.
The University
cheerleaders promote
crowd spirit. Their hard
Work antf'team support is

evident at every game as
they perform at almost
every football and basketball conference game. This
year, the squad will also be
cheering for the women's
basketball team.
"It is sometimes hard to
find time to practice and to
travel," Lisa Morgan said.
"It will probably be even
harder this year with the
cheering for the women's
basketball team, but it's
all worth it because
cheerleading is so satisfycheerleaders are not

just a group of over-zealous screamers who meet
once a week, they are a
group of highly spirited
and dedicated students,
Morgan said.
"During football season
we put in at least six hours
as a group practicing plus
extra time with our partner," Tim Cullen, captain,
said.
"WE TAKE cheerleading seriously. It's like any
other sport. We put a lot of
time and energy into our
sport. We are out there to

be athletes and to be part tines. A lot of time is spent
on the practicing of diffiof the crowd," he said.
It is said practice makes cult mounts and partner
perfect, and practice they stunts.
do. The entire squad can be
The cheerleaders preseen working out the routines for upcoming games pare for the upcoming seaevery Wednesday and Fri- sons at a special
day in the archery room of cheerleading camp each
the Student Recreation summer. The week-long
camp is sponsored by the
Center.
Cullen said the practices United Cheerleaders Assoare loose and informal so ciation.
supervision is rarely
New routines are
needed. The squad practices dancing to upbeat learned and competitions
music to Improve tilt pre- are held at the camp. This
cision of their dance rou- past summer the

;t^U \JL • If Issue 1 passes,
19 and 20 year old Ohioans
will be able to:

cheerleaders placed fifth
in overall competition
against cheerleaders from
larger more nationallyknown schools.

out must learn the routines
and perform them in front
of the judges.

CHEERLEADING
tryouts are held during
spring semester and any
student is welcome to try
out.

They- must also go
through a series of interviews. Even the returning
cheerleaders, with the exception of the captain,
must go through the
tryouts.

cheerleading is a good way
to meet a lot of people,
Don Downing said.
Mike Hofrichter said he
has been a cheerleader for
twoyears.
"I enjoy it because I like
athletics so much.
Cheerleading is a great
way to stay in shape.

The selection process for
the cheerleaders is tedious. The judging panel is
made URli.1pfuffl4JBer1J
cheerleaders, alumni and
professors. Students trying

"I like cheerleading for
the gymnastics. This is my
third year as a
cheerleader, last year I
was the captain. In all this
time I have found that

Mike is the flex man for
the squad. He's the guy
that will be bending over
backwards and twis,.
his body in mid air for <
benefit of crowd spirit;

Join our VSG club.

And get a very
special deal

THIS CARD ENTITLES BEARER TO A 10°'o
DISCOUNT ON ANY FOOD AND BEVERAGE
PURCHASE AT ANY L-K RESTAURANT

YES, NO

tZJ □ Vote
EZJCH Serve in Military
[Zf □ Get Married
LZfD Have Kids
EZf CZI Buy a House or a Car
tZfiZl Get a Job
□ [Zf ^INfHlEER

Seem unfair? It IS unfair.
kVen though Ilk' Constitution guaranties l«i ,nul
20 year old Ohioans every rinhl ol'adulthood. I.-MK I
would deny them Ihv right to drink KIT.
Supporters ol Issue I claim it will redik\ Jiunk
driving. The truth is. drunk driving is .1 pn^hlcni i"i
every age group, not.just HVaiulL'oye.u >>IJ-. \nj "Inalready hasatough drunk driving Liwih.it llasivJ ...,:
alcohol-related accidents as mud)as 34V

1450

WOOSTER

Just come and ASK for a card—no strings—no purchase necessary

FRsfcrersi-GIacIieox
says

BEATT.U.!!

So. to slop l.ssui' I from treating young adults like
Ihej are still india|Vr». Vote NO on Issue 1.
To make sure you're registered to vote, simply call
yuur Count \ linaid"! Lied ions at 352-6531 or call you
I". ,ii livinocralii nr, Republican party headquarters.
1 \>k v.; 11 lioardol Klcct n.ns how you can register your
friends to vote NO on Issue I. too.) You must be registeredh; < ictolvr l"»rynu caimol vote.

Celebrate our
Homecoming Victory
with a

BIG FAT SALE
Friday and Saturday

Tb Protect Your Right to Drink,
Protect Your Right to Mote. Register NOW.
Paid for bv the Let l9\V6rkCommill«. ISUEatl RmrfStKd Suite *»>.tiilun*u». Oil KKU5*«M 2M-3SM
Kir<n L HUKJYSMI Uttsuref
REGISTER VOTE AT THESE BOWLING GREEN LOCATIONS:
• SarnB's
• Mark's Plzia Pub
• Bralhau*
• Wood Count) Board of Elections
• Lptnwn/lkmnMmn
• Notion's
* Howard's
1:30-4:30 dail)
• BA Building
• 305 Student Services
• Main Street
• Administration Bid*.
(■round Moor (10-4 pm)
8-12 and 1-4 dail)

This is your LAST weekend to register to vote...

Special Sale Prices throughout both the Men's and Ladies stores.
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At 6, she escaped her homeland's communism
by Dtaa Horwedel
reporter

If you view the proposed
lane to raise the legal age
of drinking as a violation of
your rights, then maybe
you should talk to Sue Novak. She detected from
Chechoslovakia with her
family when she was only
six years old.
"We came to get away
from the Communists,
Novak, fashion merchandising major, said of their
reason for leaving Czechoslovakia.
She said her uncle, aunt
and two children accompanied her family on a vacation to a resort hotel in
West Germany and "We
just didn't go back."
They then stayed in
West Germany for a year
making all of the nec-

essary arrangements to go
to live In Canada.
"We originally wanted
to go to f>nnln because
my dad had friends there,"
she said, "but we couldn't
?et accepted because they
the Canadian government) were only taking
doctors and lawyers, so
our second choice was
America - they were taxin Germany, she
attended a Catholic school
and had to adjust to learning German. She and her
family also did some traveling to France and Holland.
HER FATHER then
contacted friends in Cleveland, and that is where
they settled. They still reside in Cleveland today.
Her uncle and aunt decided

to stay in West Germany.
Although Sue was young
whan she came to America, she still remembers a
lot about her native country. She described Czechoslovakia as being very
pretty and mountainous,
''with snow on the mountains and wintry. It didn't
get very hot in the summer
- only up to about 70 degrees."
She attended first grade
in Czechoslovakia and recalled that "It was shorter
than here - from 8 until 12,
but they gave more homework." She said it was
much stricter and the students weren't allowed to
talk.
School only went up to
the eighth grade. Higher
education was open to everyone, but few people

went on to college because
"you had to be able to
afford it I don't think there
was any financial aid."
Sue has special memories of holidays in Czechoslovakia. Christmas was
celebrated with a traditional dinner of carp and
potato salad. On Christmas
eve, all of the children
opened their gifts. Santa
Claus doesn't visit Czechoslovakia.
SUE SAID they have a
figure "sort of like Fattter
Christmas, but more like
Jesus, not tike Santa Claus,
who Is like a cartoon character here."
Easter also evokes special memories for Sue. She
said, "The men would
make switches out of willow branches and go door

to door and hit the girls
lightly on the legs with
them, and then the girls
would have to give mem
candy, kind of like Halloween here." They also color
eggs, but the children don't
believe in the Easter
Bunny.
For entertainment, they
enjoyed many of the things
we do here: movies, plays,
dining out, swimming and
watching television. She
said TV wasn't as diverse
as it Is here - most of the
programs were news or
sports oriented. Sports
were very popular, with
soccer and hockey beading
the list. Skiing, sledding
and ice skating were also
popular due to the cold
climate.
There is a more serious
side to life in Czechoslova-

kia, however. Sue said
there is freedom of religion, but most of the population is Catholic. "There
was no pressure to go or
not to go," Sue said.
Freedom of speech was
limited, she said
"HERE YOU could say
I hate the president' and
nobody would do anything.
There you couldn't.''
Mail was also censored,
as were phone calls. "If we
sent a package to my
grandmother, they would
20 through it," Sue said.
avel wasn't restricted to
other Communist countries, but it was to nonCommunist ones. "You'd
get in trouble if you cot
caught trying to cross the
border into West Germany," Sue said.

Whan asked If people in
the United States have an
accurate picture of what
life is like in a Communist
country/ Sue said, "I think
people here do exaggerate
It. There wasn't somebody
watching outside of our
door all of the time with a
gun... We just went on
living our lives."
Sue hasn't gotten her
American citizenship yet,
but she said she wants to
try for it this year. After
that she would like to go
back to Czechoslovakia for
a visit.

SHE WAS very surprised and pleased at some
of the differences, though.
She said she was surprised
"to see so many cars and
such big ones." Large
shopping centers were new
to her. She said she loved
shopping because here
there is such a large selection.
Even drinking fountains
were new to her. Of course,
English was the biggest
cultural barrier for ner,
but she said learning English was "pretty easy because I was so young.'

She said if she went
back now without a U.S.
citizenship she could be put
In Jail. When she first came
to America, she missed her
country's beauty in the city
of Cleveland, as well as her
family and friends.

Although America is
now home for Sue, she still
has many memories of her
native country and she has
educated those around her
about what life is really
like in a Communist country.

Marching band members need commitment
by Gooltroy Barnard
reporter

Walking far enough
north past the Moore Musical Arts Center will bring
an onlooker to an open field
bordered by two yellow
scaffolds. It almost looks

like it could be a football
field. It's 100 yards long,
lined, has yard markersbut there are a few things
making this field unique.
Instead of dark brown
patches in the center of the
Held created by scrimmaging teams, the grass is
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worn thin with brown ruts
running parallel between
the sidelines. Looking hard
enough will reveal the field
runs along the same axes
as Doyt L. Perry stadium.
It is also the place to find
the marching band from 4
to 6 p.m. weekdays.
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Marching band is considered an academic course
by the University. Aside
from weekday practices,
game-day Saturdays occupy eight hours for the
band. Band members receive two hours of credit
for their commitment.
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The Falcon marching
band, 206 playing members strong (in all, 243 people are involved with the
band, including twirlers,
drum major, flag corps
members, and non-performers), prepares a new
routine for every show.
"People seem to think
we just walk on the field
and just throw this thing
on. They don't realize how

much work goes into preparation," Lisa Welling,
senior music education
major, said.
ONCE THE band
marches through the
charts giving their positions and movements during a musical piece, they
apply the music to it. The
entire process takes two
days or more, depending
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The marching band
plays for all home football
games, as well as one
away game per year. This
year, the band follows the
football team to Western
Michigan University, Oct.
15.
Many band members do
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not have music as a maior
or minor, but make the
time-consuming devotion
to the band.
"Every individual has
their own reasons for joining the band," Mark Kelly,
director of University
bands said, "whether they
are music majors or not,
they wouldn't do it if it
wasn't something they enjoyed."
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Alumni become'teachers'
by Mary Gibson
assistant copy editor

Composer
returns to
alma mater
Nationally-known composer
Jim Swearlngen, a former bass
drummer with the Falcon Marching Band, was one of 32 University graduates who returned
yesterday as part of the first
"Alumni Days" since 1974. Swearlngen spoke to a music arranging
class and participated in an open
forum for music education
majors, telling students they had
to be "total musicians" If they
wanted to be band directors. He
has taught since 1969, and said his
11 years as band director at Grove
City High School seemed like "being the head of a company."
Swearingen's original works include "Exaltation" and "Denbridge Way," as well as numerous
marching and concert band arrangements in addition to his work
for the Ohio State University
marching band.

This vear's homecoming
schedule of events will include a feature that hasn't
been seen at the University
since 1974. Alumni Faculty
Days, taking place yesterday and today, give alumni
the chance to return to
their alma mater to be
"teacher for a day."
According to Larry
Weiss, director of alumni
affairs, the program was
re-initiated because "we
wanted to highlight the
kinds of things our alumni
are doing."
He added both alumni
and faculty are extremely
responsive to the program.
He said the alumni appreciate the chance to come
back and were flattered to
be asked to participate in
the program, and the faculty appreciate the chance
to tie in key alumni with
their departments.
"There's no negative aspect at all," Weiss said.

"We're not twisting anyone's arm."
Weiss and Martha
Staiger, a graduate student in college student personnel, worked together on
the Alumni Faculty Days
program.
There are two ways
Weiss said they get names
for prospective participants. They ask the undergraduate colleges for
recommendations, and
they ask alumni they already know themselves
through the alumni center.
HE ADDED the easiest
area to get alumni to return is in business, and
that the individual colleges
can help avoid an over-emphasis on alumni in the
business field.
Staiger said once they
knew what profession the
returning alumni were in
they went to the faculty.
She said the faculty and
department chairs worked
out classes and schedules
for the "teachers."

"Since the program Since graduating, Hooker
hasn't been around since has worked for the Nation1974 it's almost like start- wide Insurance Co. and
ing from scratch," Weiss Mutual Security Life Insaid.
surance Co., out of Ft
The program will be an Wayne, Ind. He now reannual feature, Weiss said. sides in Pavne, Oh., and
He and Staiger want to works for his own comstart going to the individ- pany, Hooker Insurance
ual colleges for recommen- Services.
dations earlier in the
Hooker was more than
spring, so they can contact pleased to participate in
the alumni earlier.
the Alumni Faculty Days
"Letters went out to program.
alumni in August," Weiss
"I was so happy to read
said. "We'd like to do that about it... I sat down at
even further in advance." my typewriter and wrote
Weiss also said they my willingness to particihave an evaluation pro- pate," he said.
gram for the alumni to
He added instructing inCticipate in. This waysurance is one of his Aspiv can get comments rations, and that 20 years
and suggestions from the from now he'd like to retire
alumni about the program and teach.
for the next year.
"I hope the students got
as much out of it as I did,"
JIM HOOKER, a 1976 Hooker said, adding ''I
graduate with a B.S. in surely would welcome an
usiness administration invitation to come back
with a specialization in in- next year."
surance is one of 32 alumni
Dr. Jimmy light, of
who returned to the Uni- Rockville, Md., graduated
versity to teach for a day. from the University in

by Jeff James
stall reporter

The month of October
has been designated Disabled Parking Awareness
Month in the state of Ohio.
In conjunction with this
event, special attention
will be made to bring to
light the importance of
handicapped parking
spaces to disabled people.
'Until last year, the use
of specially-designated

parking spaces by a nondisabled person was
merely inconsiderate,"
Carl A. Nunziato, chairman of the Governor's
Council on Disabled Persons said. "Ohio law now
restricts those parking
spaces to vehicles displaying either the special handicapped license plate or the
Bureau of Motor Vehicles
parking card for disabled
persons," Nunziato added.
During October, Ohioans

will be reminded that using
the wrong type of parking
is not only thoughtless, but
illegal."
In Bowling Green, an
extra will be made to point
out to motorists which
parking spaces are reserved for handicapped
people.
City Mayor Bruce Bellard said that handicapped
parking spaces in the four
major municipal parking
areas (40 parking spaces)

SWEETEST DAY
GIVE AWAY

FREE
QT. COKE

2nd Prize: 2 Free Passes to
Campus Films
501 raffle ticket (in UAO office)

FREE
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1
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1st Prize: 1 doz. carnations
from Myles Flowers
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Leon Bibb, weekend
news anchor and reporter
for Channel 3 in Cleveland,
graduated with a BJ5. in
journalism in 1966.

will be painted solid yellow. The handicapped
symbol would then be
placed in the middle,
painted in black, and the
area would be covered
with a non-slick substance.
"The parking area will
be painted with a florescent paint that will reflect
the beam of headlight
when they hit the surface,"
Bellardsaid.
"It would take a person

with a lot of guts to pull in
and park his car there, "
Bellard said. "If the person steps out of his car onto
a yellow area, he would
probably get the idea that
he don't belong there."
The University does not
plan to go to the tentthat
the city is in pointing out
handicapped places to
their motorists according
to Jean Yarnell, Director
of University Parking.

WITH US!
ONE COUPON PER ORDER
i
i

2 FREE

440 E. Court St.

EAST

352-1596
4"

SUBS
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VEGETARlAN
2M
3 00
800_
Onion, green pepper mushrooms. Black olives, mazzarella
cneese leiiuce & tomato, ft choice of dressing

2 75_

350

950

KEVIN ft CARRIE
JOHN ft RENEE
LARRY ft PEGGY
SCHWINNY ft BETH
BOB ft SUE
CUBS & LINDA
ROGER ft SUE
CORDS 8 GWEN
ERIC LOVES KRISTEN
DAVE ft AMY
JOHN & ANNE
SKIP S LYNNE
BRENT ft MARTY
DAVE ft JEAN
HUGHEY ft ANNE
GORDEN ft BRIGID
RHONA ft SHERYL
WEYBES ft CAROLYN
ED ft NATALIE
DANNO ft TAMMY
LEN ft STACEY
CRAIG ft ANNIE
MIKE ft ELLEN

DAVE ft KATHY
KRIS ft CAROL
DAVE ft "X"
GUY ft MICHELE
HOFFEY ft SHELLEY
BIRD ft KATHY
KEVIN ft CINDY
JOHN ft ANNIE
JEFF ft CATHY
BRET ft LISA
BROWNIE ft TERRIE
VARRCHI ft PATTY
HITCH ft JENNY
NEIL ft LIZ
DAVE ft KELLY
TIM ft ROBIN
STEVE ft NANCY
HANK ft BRENDA
TONY ft ROBIN
SHANNON ft PAULA
PAT ft SUE
FIGURE HEAD ft RD. MAPS
PEANUT HEAD ft DENZY

ATA'S 125thANNIVERSARY
AT CHAPTER'S 35th ANNIVERSARY

SOUTH

PIZZAS
10"
520

11"
(50

14"
B 10

10"
CM***

340

1 Ham

400

2 llama

in

3 llama

5.20
to
so
eo

sao

t.»

too

4 50

545

7 10

Eitra cheese

4_«p_

5,75

7 20

Thick ctyer
-ae-N J K Mr*

.725

BOO

-

760

ISO

1170

ii"
425
500
575
050
7»

540
030
720
(10

n
7J

90
go
go

*M««M

llama Available Onion. Sauaage. Pepperoni.
Mushroomt. Green Peppers Beel. Ham Selami.
Blecfc Olivee. Anchovies. Freeh Tomatoes
Hoi Jalapeno Peppera Mot Rings. Grated
Coeby Cheese. Bacon Bits Pineapple.
Canadian Bacon, and Green Olives

8 00

9 50

MONTY

BOO

300

PAGLIAI'S

945 South Main
352-7571

5*0

ROAST BEEF
275 __ 3 SO
Roast beei choice ol lettuce, tomato. ptcMe. onion.
cheese and dressing
250

ICnel. Taco. veg l

I

9 50

Canadian Bacon or Italian patty, sauerkraut.
mozzareiia cheese and piua sauce
REGULAR (hot or cold)
?50
300
800
Ham. cheese, salami, lettuce, onion, pick it tonVato. and
Dalian dressing

Sausage onions mouarelia cheese and pizza sauce

1-12 oz.
CAN POP
with 7" Sub

Each additional Ham

HAWAIIAN PUNCH
2 50
3_00
8 00
Ham. pineapple, pizza sauce and mo/zareiia cheese
CRAZY GEORGE
250 _ 3 00
6 Q0
Sausage gr pepper, onion pizza saucs.'ft mouareiia cheese
PAGUAIS SPECIAL
2 75
3 50
Sausage, pepperoni mushrooms, green
pepper, onions, pizza sauce & mouarelia cheese
CHEFS DELIGHT*
_
t,JQ
Sauaage. beet, salami, ham. pepperoni.
bacon bits, black olives, mushrooms, green pepper.
onion, pizza sauce and monsfeiia cheese
GERMAN DELIGHT
250
3 00

12 Oz. Can Pop
FREE
with a Big Salad

10 Oz. Juices
with Large 2 Item
PIZZA

««!

T*CO

NEXT
DAY

Light said he would continue to participate in the
program "every year provided there is interest''

CELEBRATE

Ground beel coiby cheese, taco sauce, tomatoes.
leiiuce & mouarelia cheese

CRAIG & ANNE
ERIC & JULIE
TANGO C KAREN
MERIH & DEIRDRE
WILEY & BRENDA
LEW & ROSIE
SEMIH ft JILL
MIKE ft BETH
PETE ft SHELLY
MIKE ft ROGINA
ROD ft ANNETTE
DAVE ft CHRIS
ROB f JENNIFER
ROSS ft LUANN
JOHN ft JUDY
CHAS ft KAREN
JEFF ft LIZ
ZIGGS ft H.D.
GREG ft KRISTY
T.R. ft SONJA
TOM ft PATTY
SZAB'S ft TERRIE
MIKE ft LINDA

"The kind of information
I could share with students
would be different than a
general practitioner," be
said.

HOMECOMING

V^ American Hdart
^^Association

This special and one
coupon per pizza

"For me this is sort of an
extension of what I do all
the time," Light said, adding he thinkshe represents
one part of a spectrum the
diversity of which no one
really understands.

Handicap parking honored

Check your Campus Mailbox
for your VCTO "Passbook to Savings"

NOTICE!
PISANELLO'S FREE PIZZA
coupon in the
VCTO PASSBOOK
should have stated
NO DELIVERY

I960. He is now director of
transplantation at the
Washington Hospital Center. He is also vice president of the alumni board of
trustees, and received the
distinguished alumnus
award In 1977.

450

56

7 10

DRESSINGS
M.. - . >. H.II..0 M.I4 lOrM'M.Isi..-a >**•>■«.■* a„„ UWM „„.,.
Pall -i O. •». MIM G'.l..-g
(■■'•lor Pass~e7s<
iSwcueUOO

SNACKS
NACHOS.
NACHOS

REGULAR SIZE SUB EXTRAS
W»»>»oo~a SO Q<N. Mt# » *■«••■<*■
H f„„ eh#M# w ,,„, IO#„ mt rs
n,^ MwMSja Mn, n S-0 •«<• OI-A» n

SALADS

SAiAeroeo

No substitutions on spec/a/ suoj or pitta

0*11 ioo% •*•• D.s*es

CHEF MUD

BURRITOS
BEEF BURRITO
«350
«■*•..«<• b-M" iri'MOM -Mtixa (ot**10 0"<0"» Q- MOO*'*.
D'e><« •>.•» C9*T t*awt« •••••MDM'ii

'o-woe. VH ni.es i Hasina
lil'M O- itOHASI — ]OS

sue raw leini— of ainm

uoo

VEGETARIAN SALAD

VEGETARIAN 1URRITO
\3 50
*'•••> mva>f-00"i Q"U". gram" OWM'I lomaloti DUX.
©••«••. ."'KM*! *ni*« rwDtcnawM '•<<••<)■*•».
S#OtX) •."* •©( o> *»« ItiK*

stacetuai
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riOAIS
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Trt. AOO» SUNDA1
l»
s.aiWNs I«I *MMia s cAocoaaaa

Sov C—em •»•>•»»« 0» '••>•■' »■ »."•

PASTA
SPAOHETTI
Co * POM.©-

425
2.50

GARLIC BREAD
>oi»c«f
1.25

LAJAONA
Co.00.1.*.

4 25
2 50

..I-CM.

- •orer

AH «>IAM» ■
. I- |
A"4 i owas SA'"<

-•,.».
tswaissi S C"MM

At MI'S c"«e> ro> s

90
175
125

oie'A

wlrw mi mi AIM e
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'tncri O*on. SMaaiAaa Cease
Cr-i. vseetAbie SN* c,a*- ol
B.occ«*> Hew tuaisrvi Ci*~
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CAUII'IBM

Noeeis

TACO SALAD
me wm lasers sf p

da*s*7

sssr

OAtaarsofPO*
Co-i o-»ic*j»i s»m*

CUMII

PSISIS

ASK FOR THE
SOUPS OF THE DAVI

il OX CANS TO OO
SO
COM AM *OO O-a-M Sa-tt
D«i 0> »»M»» w< DM
Can*** *'*• C«»a

PR4CIS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOT1CI - $3.00 MINIMUM DELIVERY — NO DBJVWr ON AUCOMOUC BCVCRAOU

MONDAY- * Rcast Beel Platt»r,
11 am - Gone. $3 00; 2 tor 1 Pizza, 5
pm • 7 pm

-DAILY SPECIALSWEDNESDAY • • Spaghetti
Dinner, 11 am ■ 9 pm, $1.50

TUESDAY- * Free cup ol Soup
THURSDAY ■ *laaagna Dinwith any Salad. 11 am • 9 pm
net. 11 am - 9 pm. S1.S0.
•A*Sp«7CitTfi Dtlhtrtd on Campus Only!

FRIDAY • Pizza and Salad
Smorgasbord, 11 am • 4 pm, $3.00.
SATURDAY ■ *Burrito, 11 am-9
pm, $2 90; * 3 Tacos, 11 am-9 pm
SUNDAY • Smorgasbord, 11 am
•10 pm. $3.50.

FREE DELIVERY -11 A.M. ONI I
lmm
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Ohio promotes staying here for fall vacation
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Calling it an experiment to
boost tourism during a traditionally slow season, the
Ohio Department of Development announced yesterday a $200,000 fall and
winter promotional campaign.
Like the "Summer Sizzle" effort that preceded it
several months ago, it la
designed to encourage
Ohioans to spend vacation**

and weekends in their
borne state rather than
travel beyond its borders.
"This particular effort .. will not be geared
out of state. We again feel
it will be the momentum
going into our major marketing campaign which
will be launched in the
spring, both in state and
out of state," Marilyn Tomasi, manager of state
travel and tourism, said.
Most of the money, $132,-

000, will be used for radio
commercials over two 10day periods this month and
next. The commercial
highlights fall festivals and
other events around the
state.
IN ADDITION, the promotion will include:
• Cooperating with the
Ohio Newspaper Association to provide stories for
special travel sections in
newspapers the week of
Nov. 6-12:

• A "Buy an Ohio HoliX promotion in cooperwith the Ohio HotelMotel Association;
• An effort to provide
staff from the tourism office for television, radio
and newspaper travel feature interviews, including
a special videotape of fallwinter activities.
Funds for the campaign
come from $10 million set
aside in the two-year state
budget for travel and tou-

Plant staysunfinished
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Co. might abandon the
Zimmer nuclear power
plant project in Moscow,
Ohio, because of rising
costs, the utility president
said yesterday.
For tile first time since
Zimmer construction
started 12 years ago,
CG&E President William
Dickboner said the longdelayed project may never
be completed.
He said yesterday the
utility, one of three Ohio
utilities building the plant,
is considering alternatives
to a nuclear generating
facility, including abandoning the project.
His statement came one
week after the Bechtel
Power Corp., hired by
CG&E to manage Zimmer
construction, »stimated
the plant would cost up to
$3.5 billion when completed. Dickhoner said that
might be too much.
... In order to satisfy
our responsibility and
meet the commitment that
we have in this community, we are going to look
at every option that is possibly available to us before
we go forward and say,
'Yes, we're still going to go
forward and complete
Zimmer,* " Dickhoner
said.

CGAE IS responsible for
construction of Zimmer,
located 28 miles east of
Cincinnati along the Ohio
River. The Dayton Power
& Light Co. and Columbus
& Southern Ohio Electric
Co. are financial partners
in the project.
Zimmer was expected to
cost $240 million when it
was proposed in 1969, two
Sears before site preparaon began. The estimate
had steadily risen to $1.7
billion, and Bechtel said
last week it may go as nigh
as $3.5 billion if the plant is
brought on line in 1906.
Dickhoner said yesterday that the utility and
Bechtel agree a $3.1 billion
figure is probably the most
accurate. He said the utility is waiting for a further
breakdown in projected
costs by Bechtel.
"And until we really get
the breakdown, which
Bechtel has promised
sometime later this month,
we're really not in a position to make a final determination as to what we're
going to do," he said.
Dickhoner added he was
"shocked and dismayed"
at the size of the latest cost
estimate.

of Bechtel's latest cost estimate.
If it's decided to abandon Zimmer, utility customers should share in
covering costs of the project, Dickhoner said.

be finished, and recommended changes in
CG&E's management of
the plant. The report also
criticized CG&E management of Zimmer construc, tion.

"YOU HAVE to realize
that when we decided to
build this plant, the customers were going to get
the full benefit of whatever
advantages there were to
nuclear power." Dickhoner said. "And I think it
is only fair that the customers should also share in
some of the things that
don't always turn out the
way we would like to see
them turn out."

The CG&E president
said the two other Ohio
utilities have been advised

The audit, by Torrey
Pines Technology, concluded that the project can

WE CERTAINLY take
issue with Torrey Pines in
that regard," Dickhoner
saidyesterday.
CG&E was obligated to
respond to Torrey Pines'
suggestions, and did so
yesterday with a two-volume report to NRC. The
report contains CG&E's
management proposals
shouldit decide to continue
with Zimmer.
CG&E pointed out it has
appointed a senior vice
president for nuclear operations from outside the
utility to oversee the project, and four new assistant vice presidents.
CG&E also said it has
expanded its staff working
on Zimmer, and proposed
a Zimmer Oversight Committee consisting of members of the CG&E board of
directors.
Joe Williams Jr., a retired vice admiral appointed senior vice
president for nuclear operations, said yesterday
there's been "a complete
change in the guard supervising Zimmer.

The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission ordered a halt
to all safety-related construction at Zimmer last
November, and ordered an
independent audit of the
project's management.
At that time, the utility
issued a statement saying,
"the plant will be completed, an operatng license
will be issued, and the
Silant will produce power
or this community for
years to come."

rtsm.
An $8 million contract to
develop the overall program was awarded to the
Columbus advertising
agency which handled
Gov. Richard Celeste's
election campaign. Department Director Alfred
Dietzel called the latest
promotion effort an experiment.
"We're experimenting
with something new. The
fall is a time... that the

travel and tourism season
is at its lowest point. And
what we're tryingto do is
experiment with $200,000 to
see whether we can really
stimulate an interest in
this time of the year," Dietzel said.
UNLIKE THE "Summer Sizzle" campaign,
when radio-television spots
carried a tag line identifying Celeste as governor,
the current radio commercials make no mention of

him
"We just decided to do it
that way. I suspect it may
change again when we do
the next round," Dietzel
said.
As in the summer campaign, the radio spots invited listeners to call a tollfree telephone number, 1800-BUCKEYE, for travel
information.
Some indication of the
success of the "Summer
Sizzle" may be shown late

this month when the department releases financial information
comparing this summer's
tourism business with the
summer of 1982.
"We have been encouraged by some of the preliminary reports that
we've got from a number
of operators in the state
who said there had been
some sharp increases in
their business," Dietzel
said.

A $$ 'cure'for AIDS
LOS ANGELES (AP) From vitamins and nutritional programs to shots
and even acupuncture, entrepreneurs are offering
cures, preventative treat
ment and advice on AIDS
to a nervous public - for a
price.
The medical community
X there is no cure for
, acquired immune
deficiency syndrome, a
disease marked by the inability of the body's immune system to resist
disease.
"Lack of knowledge
opens the area up to
entrepreneurship," Dr.
Shirley Fannin of the Los
Angeles County Health Department, said Some of
the so-called cures, she
said, "quite obviously are
hocus-pocus and old things
that never cured the things
they were promoted for 50
years ago.
Homosexuals. Haitians,
abusers of intertable drugs
and hemophiliacs are most
likely to get AIDS. It is
apparently spread by sexual contact, contaminated
needles and blood transfusions, not by casual contact.
Since AIDS appeared in
1979, it has stricken more
than 2,400 people and
claimed 981 lives, according to the Centers for Dis-

ease Control in Atlanta.
"I THINK that whenever there's an epidemic
and the fear of the public is
stimulated, that certain
people will take advantage
of the fear and the panic
that occurs in the community among high-risk
groups," Dr. Bruce Osher,
co-chairman of the medical advisory board for the
AIDS Project in Los Angeles, said.
Osher, Fannin and other
public health officials say
they learn of most socalled alternative medical
approaches to AIDS from
the public.
"We usually get asked
'What about this cure?* or
'What about this treatment?' We also have people send us newspaper
clippings or advertisements, Fannin said.
"Once somebody sent us
a copy of a page from the
Acupuncture News supporting the notion that acupuncture was an effective
treatment."
Because of strict U.S.
laws on marketing unproven cures, some offerings
come from Mexico.
Mitch Bart, education
coordinator for the AIDSKS (Kaposi's Sarcoma)
Foundation in San Fran-

cisco, recalls finding flyers
for one purported preventive measure in the subway.
"I sent that to the Postal
Inspector in San Bruno,"
Bart said He said recently
he was told that jojoba oil,
made from the seeds of a
small desert shrub found in
the southwest, was an effective measure against
AIDS.
BART IS also looking
into an advertisement
which appeared In a national gay magazine. The
ad urged readers to send $5
to a Washington mailing
address for a "First AIDS
Alert Kit"
"There is no early warning for AIDS," he said.
"My suspicion is Out you
will get literature telling
you about the symptoms,
and we can do that for 10
cents."
Ray Wilson of the California Department of
Health Services' food and
drug division said many of
the ads simply offer written advice, which is protected by the First
Amendment.

been proven to be safe and
effective. Wilson said there
have been "no more than
10" investigations of professed cures or preventive
measures.
"Most of the time we
have just put people on
notice and it's self corrective," Wilson said.
Despite government regulations, people who want
to try unorthodox cures
seem to find a way to get
them, authorities said.
"CALIFORNIA IS a
mecca of quackery," Gordon Scott of the federal
Food and Drug Administration, said. The FFDA
can only take action on
retail products.
He cited a tonic called
Gerovital, which has been
promoted as an AIDS preventative.
"We're dealing with a
common compound which
is really novocaine, used
by a dentist," Scott said.
Although Gerovital, administered mostly in capsule form, has been seized
entering the country, it is
legal in Nevada and Scott
said it is difficult to prevent California residents
from bringing it across
state lines, especially in
small quantities.
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A Place
To Move Together
1S32 South Byrne Road. Toledo. Ohio 43614

382-1876

"HOMECOMING '83
CELEBRATION PARTY"
This Saturday Night!!
* BRING IN YOUR HOMECOMING
DATE AND ENJOY AN EXTRA
SPECIAL "LADIES NIGHT"

Stroh's Wants to Wish the Falcons
Luck Against the Tole^p Rockets!
i
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Ex-congressman clears hurdle

Lawsuits' end awaited

WASHINGTON (AP) Clarence Brown, a former
congressman from Ohio,
has cleared a hurdle in the
governmental process of
eing appointed the next
deputy secretary of the
Commerce Department.
He is now serving as
deputy secretary-designate. As deputy secretary,
Brown would replace Guy
Fiske, who resigned last
April.
"I was trained in management and I'm enjoying
it. I'm enjoying it thoroughly," Brown said
Wednesday following his
nomination hearing before
the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science and
Transportation.
The nomination was sent
to the Senate floor after the
committee approved it.
Brown, a Republican
congressman from Urbana, Ohio, for seven

FINDLAY, Ohio (AP) Wall Street is awaiting the
outcome of combined lawsuits against Marathon Oil
Co. brought by shareholders unhappy with the price
they received for their
stock when U.S. Steel
bought Marathon, a lawyer
said.
Lawyers for the 12 plaintiffs are hoping Hancock
County Common Pleas
Judge Robert Walker will
agree with them that U.S.
Steel Corp. - which bought
Marathon for more than $6
billion in March 1982 should have paid a stock
value equal to the company's assets.
Marathon lawyers say
Walker must interpret the
law according to statute,
which requires determination of the cash value for
one share of stock on the
day before the merger.
"We are concerned with

terms, lost a bid for the
governorship at the hands
of now-Gov. Richard Celeste in 1982. Following his
defeat, he began work with
the Washington-based
American Enterprise Institute and was hired by
the Commerce Department last July.
"Much of the work of the
department, whether it be
the compilation of census
data or forecasting tornadoes in the Midwest, does
not attract the kind of public notice often accorded
other departmental functions," Brown said. "But
I've had one of the cities in
my district devastated by
a tornado, so I'm conscious
that those who depend on
these thankless chores
know how essential is the
work of the Commerce Department to public safety
and to the economy of this
country."

BROWN SAID that as
deputy secretary, he primarily would handle the
day-to-day operations of
the department, while
Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldridge concentrated on long-range policy
issues.
"He has a very strong
interest in the trade Issue
and has left some of the
policy areas for me to develop," Brown said.
"(But) in terms of the orrlzation of departments,
deputy has the responsibility of the day-to-day
operations."
During the Senate panel
hearing, Brown fielded
questions by Sen. Barry
Goldwater, R-Arii.. chairman of the committee.
In answer to questions
by Goldwater, Brown said
he sees an expanded role
for the Institute of Computer Science and that he

believes the acquisition of
a computer system for the
National Bureau of Standards would proceed on
schedule.
Brown also outlined
what he sees as the role of
the Office of Productivity,
Technology and Innovation.
"OPTI is one of the
areas that we are giving
additional emphasis because of the importance of
technology and innovation
in our society in 'cutting
edge' industries, those industries that will be the
future growth industries of
this country," Brown said.
"The traditional industries
are important, as anyone
from Ohio knows, and we
must see those industries
strengthened in whatever
ways we can, but the 'cutting edge' industries are
the ones of the future."

the value of the business
and the business venture,
not the stock price," John
Duffey, one of a group of
lawyers who offered opening arguments Tuesday,
said. 'If Marathon had
simply sold all of its assets,
there would have been
very little problem of valuation."
Kenneth Weinberg, another plaintiff lawyer, said
Walker's decision will set a
frecedent because there
as been no similar
merger value case brought
in state court. Weinberg
said the two-tier merger is
becoming common in
American business.
THE TWO parts of the
Marathon merger allowed
stockholders to collect {125
a share before U.S. Steel
gained controlling interest
in the Findlaybased oil

company. All shares offered after the merger
were paid with $100 notes
which mature in 12 years
at a rate of 12.5 percent
interest.

approve something outlawed by the Onto Legislature in 1955. Strauch said
stock transactions must be
upheld if there is a willing
buyer and a willing seller.

The notes were valued at
$76 a share in March 1982
but are trading at their full
$100 value today, analysts
said. Marathon stock was
listed at about $75 a share
in March 1982.

The civil case, which is
expected to take about six
weeks, is a consolidation of
12 claims by an estimated
400 former shareholders
with 135,000 shares of Marathon stock.

"Wall Street is watching
this case very closely,
Weinberg said. "If this is
allowed to stand, there will
be, in effect, no protection
for the stockholder who
does not want to give up his
investment (in a
merger)."

Under trial rules, lawyers for other shareholders
adopted Duffey's argument about Marathon's asset value and Duffey was
allowed to adopt arguments offered by lawyers
for the other plaintiffs.

John Strauch, a Cleveland lawyer representing
Marathon, said the plaintiffs are asking the judge to

An internal Marathon
study introduced as evidence in the trial listed the
firm's asset value at $276 a
share.

Senate approval of King holiday expected
WASHINGTON (AP) With a bitter filibuster
against a Martin Luther
King holiday ended, the
measure is headed toward
near-certain enactment,
with backers predicting
Senate approval later this
month by a wide margin.
One supporter of the legislation, Sen. Daniel Pat-

rick Moynihan, D-N.Y.,
suggests it may take a
lopsided vote to overcome
what he said were bad feelings left by efforts of Sen.
Jesse Helms, R-N.C, to
block the bill.
"Things have been said
In this chamber that can
only be expunged by an
overwhelming vote," Moy-

nihan said.
Senate passage of the
bill to honor the slain civil
rights leader's birthday
with a national holiday in
January is now set for Oct.
19. The House has already
passed the bill and President Reagan has Indicated
he will sign it when it
reaches his desk.
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CLEVELAND (AP) - Authorities were searching
today for one of three men
who escaped from the
Cuyahoga County Jail by
using bed sheets. One of
the escapees caught is
charged in the shooting
death of f'rmer Olympic
star Stella Walsh. FD"™»rni
Anthony Thompson, 30;
Alfred Sanford, 24; and
Donald Cassidy, 21, escaped a ter a window was
broken n a day room on
the seve ith floor of the jail.
They thai lowered themselves tx a fourth-floor roof
by using tad sheets, sheriff's IX. 3ene Terpay said
yesterday.

The three then went
through a trap door in the
roof, into a stock room and
fled down a stairwell to the
street at about 9 p.m.
Wednesday, Sheriff Gerald
McFaul said.
Sanford and Cassidy
were captured, by, police
within hours of the' escape.
McFaul said Cassidy told
officers he had been hit by
a car and suffered leg and
hip injuries, but authorities discount his story and
believe he was Injured during the escape.
CASSIDY HAD been
booked June 1 on charges
of aggravated murder, aggravated robbery and at-

HOMECOMING
HIPPY HOURS
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tempted murder, Terpay
said. Cassidy is believed to
be the triggennan in the
1980 shooting death of
Walsh, a former Olympic
track and field star.
Sanford was booked
Sept. 1 on a charge of aggravated robbery, while
Thompson was booked
Sept. 1 on charges of aggravated robbery and aggravated murder.

The final vote on the bill
was assured Wednesday
when Helms, who angered
colleagues of both parties
by asserting that King espoused Marxist views,
abandoned his delaying
tactics.
UNDER AN agreement
reached the night before

between Helms and Senate
leaders, the Senate will
return to the bill on Oct. 18
- when Helms will have a
single chance to try to kill
it - followed by a final vote
at 4 p.m. the next day. That
agreement was unanimously ratified by the full
Senate Wednesday.
The bill would set up a

new national holiday - the
10th - to be observed on the
third Monday of each January beginning in 1986. The
other federal holidays are
New Year's, Washington's
Birthday, Memorial Day,
Independence Day, Labor
Day, Columbus Day, Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving
and Christmas.

He said he realized bis
opposition to the bill and
his comments about King
had angered the black
community. But he said he
didn't expect to get much
black support in his reelection bid anyway.

ROCK STAR PHOTO
SALE "Last Day

MIDNITE SHOW

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ONLY
11.50
THIS TIME HE'S FIGHTING FOR HIS LIFE.

CINEMA 1 & 2

SYLVESTER STALLONE "STALLONE
RICHARD CRENNA FANS SHOULD

Promenade Lounge
2nd Floor Union
Various sizes • Various prices • Frames • Buttons! I
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WHERE YOU ALWA YS GET MORE FOR
YOUR MONEY"
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Helms called off his filibuster moments before
the Senate was scheduled

to take a debate-limiting
cloture vote.

Tho Who « Stovio Nicks • Journoy « tod Zopplin • Rod Stowort • Pink Fiord * Barry Monilow

Falcon Frenzy
^jnn^jnnnnjuHUHounnnn^an

SHHH!
MUMS THE WORD. . .
Buy a mum for your parents or
a friend to celebrate

BASH RIPROCK'S
128 W. Wooster St.

Helms and a small band
of conservatives had argued that the holiday
would be too costly in
terms of lost worker productivity and that King
wasn't worthy of the honor.

wishes B.G. Students a

354-3939

i«4
,0^' "
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PARENT'S WEEKEND

WHERE: Place Orders at 405 Student Services
WHEN; October 10 - 24
COST: $2.50

Mums can be picked up Nov. 4th in 405 Student Services between 10:30 and 2:30 p.m.

FROM 20 IT
SMILE AND SAY CARRYQUT

TICetitA'o

EAT IN • DELIVERY • CARRY OUT
WATCH FOR OUR ADS IN EVERY WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
PAPERS.

532 E. Wootter

SOCCER

r

Sigma Chi Theatre
proudly presents

*\

Homecoming 1983

But carryout our Monster" Pizza

Carryout one of Noble Roman's three
kinds of pizza for three kinds of
fun'.
Our Hand Tossed Round is the
traditional way to go with a thin,
light crust baked to perfection.
Or carryout a Deep-Dish
Sicilian. An extra thick-crust
pizza baked with
olive oils in an old- ij^":$|
fashioned retangular
pan.

for the biggest smile of all. You get
twice the meat and vegetable
toppings you want plus
three times more cheese.
Just call up for carryout.
Smile and Say Pizza'"!
Free evening delivery
it available Sunday,
through Thursday.
5 p.m. • 10:30 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
5 p.m. -1:30 am.

starring:

TOMORROW 4:PM
COCHRAN FIELD

Earl and Bryssss
Krauz and Chris
Nunz-abdula and Liz
Keith and Carol
Perks and Smitty
Wellsy and Jamie
Brad and Carolyn
Capp and Laura
Paul and Nicolette
Mike and Jenny
B. Good and
Miss Chambers
B. Long and Chris
Dave and Sheila
Currhead and Joy
Shaw and Judith
Doug and Laura
Tony and Cindy
Brian and Wendy

<

Sam and Patty
JAB and Nancy
Willy and Susie
Finuc and Elaine
Sterny and Johnson
Steve and Shari
Kunich and Lisa
Ron and Heidi
Brian and Booner
Bruno and Sasha
Shnook and Melin
Shaw and Judith
Mark and Mindy
Cathy and Joey
Blow fly and Melissa
Craig and Rachel
Spidey and Am
Rock'n and Elain-o
Peti. and Woman

Ruff and Sue
KaNor and ?
Ricer and Lisa
Kill man and Johnna
St. Chuck and Kim
Jason and Sheryl
Russ and Lisa
Scott and Erica
Dave and Ann
Bogue and Rosie
Weaves and Marsha
Todd and Anne
Billerson and Laurenson
Boots andKim
Bob and Laurie
Bill and Cherie
Jeff and Wendy
Anderson and Buster
Ben and Donna

300 E. Wooster St
Bowline Green, Ohio

i *ioo
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Dwa-DUn Sicilian
Any Medium Drea-Dtah
•r It" Moaater* or 12" ar 14"
Hand Tanned Raand Plan.

i
i
i
i Call Ahead Far Large Order*
iI or varry-emi:
Carry-Out: 354-3935
jo+jyji

Discount limit 5 plums per coupon.
Cannot me me* with ana other emmpmn
or discount offer. One coupon per
customer per visit. Dtmem or
Garry-Oaf. OmwUTWUB OCT It. tin

I
I
I
I
I■

2?°OFF!I

Any Lane Drey-Dink Sicilian ar
Larffc kaMator* ar 1«" ar »"
Hand Taaate Raima Ptan.

Diocomnt limit S pissme per coupon.
Csmnot ar msest m*tM mmj other common
or mtmtount offer. On* coupon per
customer per cisiL Dine-In or
Cmrrm-Out. omn Kirmts ocr. n. im.

j

|

Call Ahead For Urge Order*
or
orCmrry-Omt:
%jmrr\
354-8935

C NOttf ROMAN'S. IMC Ml
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Air BG hosts UT's run attack
by Marc Delph
ossisioni sports eOioc

The battle lines are made, the time
is set The two neighboring countries
are ready for battle. Toledo to the
north will invade Bowling Green to
the south.
The north has not lost a battle this
year, utilizing an awesome ground
attack led by a tank named Steve
Morgan. The south wins through the
air with a B-l bomber named Brian
McClure and a speedy fleet to back
him up.
' When this battle is over the only
casualty will be the team with a
blemish on their Mid-American Conference record. Both the Rockets and
the Falcons are 2-0 in league play. The
winner will take a large leap toward
the MAC crown.
Starting time is 1:30 p.m. tomorrow
and the battle field is Doyt L. Perry.
BG is 3-1 overall and UT 4-0.
Morgan has rushed for 422 yards
this season. BG has a total of 180
yards on the ground. UT is second in
the nation in rushing with a 308.2
yards per game average behind the
nation's best - Nebraska.
MCCLURE HAS PASSED for 1,293
Cds. Rocket quarterback Jim Kelso
335 yards in 26 completions. Mc-

Clure averages 29 completions per
game. He is third in the country in
total offense and sixth in passing
efficiency. The Falcons are second in
the nation in team passing.
Get the picture? Night and day;
Spinach ana ice cream; 3.2 beer and
ack Daniels. These two teams are
offensive opposites.
The only comparison is that they're
both proven winners. UT won the

On defense, the teams tend to be a
little more equal. The Rockets rely on
emotion and extraordinary size to
hogtie the second spots in the country
in both total defense (219 yards/game) and rushing defense (57.7
yards/game).
BG ALSO HAS some rushing defensive stats to show off themselves
allowing Just 2.4 yards/running play.
Unfortunately, the Falcon defense

MAC title two seasons ago after BG blushes to the fact that opponents can
whitewashed them 384, and BG was easily pass against them and run up
ftn»mp« last year after the Rockets points - 31 per game this season to be
defeated them 24-10. If either team exact. This leaves the question mark
wins the MAC crown this year I doubt as to what the Rockets will try offenthat it will be because they lost this sively tomorrow. Will they continue
the rush, though the Falcons have
game.
"They've got a very experienced proven they can stop it? or will UT go
offensive line," BG head coach Denny For BG's Achilles heel and pass?
Stolz said. "Kelso is the type that
A potential Perry Field record
doesn't have great stats but you've
got to defense him every play. He puts Homecoming crown and a possible
a lot of pressure on the defense from MAC record amount of 31,000 or more
sideline to sideline. When you've got a will find out the answer.
As to what Stolz' scheme is tomorvpe of offense that stretches the
lefense, then your running game is row, well, it's no secret.
"We'll throw it in the rain, wind and
going to be good. They are a very good
snow," he said. "We might throw it
football team, no doubt about it.'

end over end, but we'll put it up
there."
Another reason UT may attempt to
pass is the Falcon defensive backf ield
is a battle-weary bunch. Starters Ted
Shingleton and Melvin Marshall did
not play in last weekend's victory
over Eastern Michigan after injuries
from the previous week. Martin Bayless was also injured in the Miami
contest but played last week.
AS FOR THE PASSING game of
BG, Stolz siad "it is hard to find fault
with any of them," refering to his
offensive line, quarterback and receivers.
Falcon flanker Greg Meehan is
fourth in the nation with 7.2 catches a
game. Just behind him at eighth in the
country is sophomore split end Stan
Hunter with 6.5/game.
Tight end Mark Dowdell is one of
the most underrated players on the
team, according to Stolz. Though he
missed spring ball because he had to
have a rio removed, he has 19 receptions.
This game has the makings of a
classic. Something this rivalry has
already come to be. Look for a highscoring game of pass vs. rush. The
factor will probably be which team
can shut down the other's specialty -if
BG's offensive line can hold off the
charged up defense of Toledo to give
McClure time to throw, and if the
Falcon defense can stop one of the top
rushing teams in the country.

BG-UT ticket info
Due to the record-breaking demand
for west side BG-UT tickets. Bowling
Green student overflow will be seated
in the endzones. However, the north
endzone has been designated as the
home team endzone.

OWARDS CLUBH

Dg news staWPotrck Sondor
Bowling Green tight end Mark Dowdell cellebrates a touchdown In last Saturday's victory over Eastern Michigan. The
Falcons host Toledo tomorrow at 1:30 at Doyt L. Perry Field.
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GOTTA LIKE THOSE AT FALL PLEDGES:
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no cover
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Hal Warning
Jim Stevenson
Ed Matus
Sam Hartzberg
Gordon Smith, Jr.
Dave Robic

Tjm Potfs

Gray Miller
Dale Lovel
John Salerno
Ron RlnMt

i [Ml ■

WELCOME ABOARD GANG!

L

will get you warmed up at

BGSU
HOMECOMING '83
WARM-UP PARTY

352-4497

352-B814

WELCOME
BACK
ALUMNI

OCTOBER SPECIAL
2 SUB MINIMUM ON DELIVERY

you'll be so hot, you
won't cool down until
the big win.

HOMECOMING
SPECIAL
32 oz. Pepsi
with each delivery

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7th

874-2254

'We bake our buns freah duly"

Chill
510 E. Woostor

50 CENTS OFF EACH SUB

SIITOIS
18 & Over Rock Night
Big King Feature

Sob*- 12 Varistlei
Miniburgers

r

-BUTTONS

WEAR ORANGE

BEAT TOLEDO!
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Cincy has backs against wall
CINCINNATI (AP) - Wide receiver
Cris Collinsworth thinks the Cincinnati Bengals must win almost all of
their remaining games in order to
squeeze into the American Conference playoffs.
The Bengals take a 1-4 record into
their Monday night game against the
3-2 Pittsburgh Steelers. Although off
to their worst start since an 0-6 mark
in 1979. the Bengals are Just two
games behind the AFC Central Division-leading Steelers and Cleveland
Browns.
"We're still in the middle of this,"
Collinsworth said. "No one is giving
up, though we know it's going to be
really tough the rest of the way.
"But we've got 11 games left and
we're just going to have to go out and
win at least nine or 10 of them.
THAT WILL be a tough task, given
the Bengals' schedule. After their

game Monday night in Riverfront
Stadium against the Steelers, the
Bengals play six of their last 10 on the
road, including games at Miami,
Pittsburgh andMinnesoU.
"We just cant afford to lose many
more, if any," bead Coach Forrest
Gregg said. H still believe firmly that
we have a good club here that can
turn itself around and be a contender
for a playoff spot.
"But so far, when we've solved one
problem, another has cropped up."
The Bengals have failed to cash in
on opportunities to win each of their
games this season.
.
"In our early games, mistakes were
hurting us, along with penalties that
SA stopping our drives," Gregg
d. "And our offense was bogging
down at crucial times, the way it did
late in the game against Buffalo,
when we had f irst-and-f our on the

Bills' (4-yard line), but couldn't stick
the ball in the end zone."
THE OFFENSE regained its passing ezplosiveness Sunday in i JM1;
loss to the Baltimore Colts, but the
Bengals hurt themselves with turnovers and missed tackles on kick
returns that gave Baltimore good
field position.
"Sunday, we scored 31 points,
which would have been plenty to win
any of our first four games, and our
special teams let down when they
failed to do the job, allowing some
long returns on a punt and kickoff that
finally proved fatal to us," Gregg
said.
However, wide receiver Steve
Kreider believes there's still time to
mount a run at the division title.
"We've sure enough dug ourselves
into a hole," Kreider said. "Right
now, only our eyes are above ground.
But at least we can still do it."

College's top two face challenges
(AP) - The State of Oklahoma has a
chance to do something this weekend
about the dominance of the top two
spots in The Associated Press college
football poll by Nebraska and Texas.
In Stffiwater, Okla., the mighty
Nebraska Cornhuskers, bidding to

become the first team in 38 years to
bold the No. 1 ranking from wire to
wire, visit the equally unbeaten - but
unranked - Oklahoma State Cowboys.
"They could very well be one of the
best teams of all time," says Oklahoma State Coach Jimmy Johnson.

sports/cap
photo/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green croti country runner Dave Agosta lead* the way for the Falcons In last week'* win
over Ball State. Agotta la followed by Falcons Jeff Boutelle and hi* brother Dave. The BG harriers
participate In the Notre Dame Invitational this weekend.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - at
Notre Dame Invitational. (2:00
p.m. today).

BG Lady linksters go after first victory
After a one week layoff the Bowling
Green women's golf team returns to
action at the Ferris State Invitational.
This weekend the lady Falcons will
resume their chase of golfing rival,
Michigan State.
Michigan State has won two of the
three tournaments this fall. The Spartans beat the Falcons by 54 and 64
strokes in the first two tournaments,
but in the last tournament, the Lady
Spartan Invitational, the lady Falcons
closed the gap to 24 strokes.
BG head coach A.J. Bonar thinks
the week off from tournaments gave
the team time to work on their game.
"The women have been working
hard in the last two weeks and have
shown improvement," Bonar said.
"Their putting and chipping have
improved and so have their scores."
We are not far away from catching
Michigan State," Bonar said. "If each

i
►

player would cut two strokes off their have to go out and do the same this
round then we would catch Michigan weekend."
State. If we beat Michigan State I
think we would win the tournament." Splkers at homo for two matches
The starting lineup that is looking
for its first tournament victory of the
Bowling Green's volleyball team
year at Ferris includes Claire Batista,
Susanne Ohlsson, Jean Kempf, Terri lost a match to Wright State on Tuesday
night in three games.
Gruner, Allison Andrews, and GerBG lost the three games 5-15, 8-15,
alyn Rapasky.
"We've been little more positive and 3-15 and stands at 0-4 in the Midafter the numbers on the course this American Conference.
BG coach Denise Van De Walle said
the team play lacked intensity and the
spikers were unable to perform consistently.
"Tbey played without communication between each other," Van De
Walle said.
The Lady Falcons will host Northern Illinois Friday at 6 p.m. and
week," Bonar said. "Everyone has Western Michigan Saturday at 4:30
improved on their scores, so we just p.m. in Anderson Arena.

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY at Ohio University. (11:00 a.m.
Saturday).

American Heart Association

BEAUTY SALON WEEK
OUR CONVIENT
LOCATION IS SHEAR
PLEASURE FOR YOU.

IIKIIMII
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3550 Secor Rd
Suite 201
Toledo, Ohio
536-3701

PI KAPPA PHI

Friday. October 7, 8-10 pm
Saturday, October 8, 10-1,4-8 pm

-Mn C^venina
9 ZJo Me member

Show Held in Basement of Mosley
Commuter Center

Competition Open to All Students!
Awards Given

^¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥^MMMMMrte
JOIN HANDS in a
J
HOMECOMING CELEBRA TION
j
through campus

Hotel Hairstyling

BGSU Homecoming
Art Show

HOMECOMING
1983

SNAKE DANCE

MM±.

UMIJ-HM
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SOCCER- home against Miami. VOLLEYBALL - at borne against
(4:00 p.m. Saturday at Mickey Northern Illinois (tonight) and
Western Michigan (Saturday).
Cochrane Field).
WOMEN'S GOLF - at Ferris (6:00 p.m. tonight and 4:30 p.m.
State Invitational. (9:00 a.m. Sat- Saturday at Anderson Arena).
urday and Sunday).

|

i

TONIGHT
THE EXCITEMENT BEGINS at 7:00 pm at
UNION OVAL
AND ENDS AT THE STADIUM FOR A
PEP RALLY and BONFIRE.
Chetr on the team with Freddie and Frieda,
Coach Siolz, Ike BGSU Falcons and fans

GO BG - BEAT TIJ!

$¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥•¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*

entry forms avalialbe at COCO and fine arts bldg.
and all entries are due by 5:00 Friday at Commuter Center
pick up art Sunday before 12.

Zeta Beta Tau
would like to welcome the following
brothers, alumni and guests to our
36th annual Homecoming Celebration:
Mark and Carla
Steve and Cheri
Kevin and Diane
Tom and Gerri
Todd and Barb
Mike and TBA
George and Sandy
Gary and TBA
Tony and Laurie
Ken and TBA

He wasn't talking about his Cowboys
despite their 4-0 record.
Nebraska leads the nation in total
offense (585.8 yards per game) and
rushing (420.4). On the other hand,
Oklahoma State is 10th in total defense (281.5) and fifth in rushing defense (59.5).
DEFENSE 'tis said, is what wins
for teams, but the Cornhuskers are 27point favorites and seem to be unstoppable. Nebraska 38-14.
In Dallas, eighth-ranked Oklahoma
meets No. 2 Texas in their annual Red
River rumble.
Despite some stumbles and fumbles, the Sooners are grinding out
overland yardage at a rate of 307.7
Sards a game, third best nationally,
lowever, Texas is No. 1 in total
defense (174.0). sixth in rushing defense (60.0) and third in pass defense
(114.0).

Aaron and TBA
Keith and Rhonda
Dr. and Mrs. Hymen
Nick and Kim
Jay and Patty
Ted and Pam
Lynn and TBA
Tre and TBA
Tim and Barb
Brian and Sue

Kevin and Mary Ellen

107 South Main
(Next to "The Lobby")
352-4810

STADIUM CINEMA 1*2
CTAMUttflAIA 9QHUHGGMUH

PH,

SEAN CONNECT IS
JAMES BOND 007
"WHEN 'SPECTRE' THREATENS THE WORLD WITH AN
ACT OF NUCLEAR TERRORISM. JAMES BONO
DEPENDS ON HIS INTUITION TO BATTLE A WORLD
DOMINATED BY COMPUTERS AND BUREAUCRACY"

Ji

NEVER SAY NEVER
AGAIN
AT 7:30 t 9:45
SAT MAT 2:00

PureGoW
IO0*V MK-tV

®

SON BUT 2 t 4:1 S

WOODY MIA
M1A
ALLEN
MLLtlN FARROW

^lig

TX NT* rc»* T**S

Magic

AT 7:30 * 8:00
SAT MAT 2:00

SUN MAT 2*3:30

ICLA-ZEL
N MAIN

THEATRE

isiu«>i

ALL SEATS
ANYTIME

ONLY
11.00

FROM STEPHEN KINO'S NOVEL COMES
A CHILLING TALE OF A QUIET NEW
ENGLAND TOWN AND A HORRIBLE
2nd
MO
WEEK

r*K*TH%A^r^^
DEE WALLACE

<&rs

AT 7:30 A 9:IS
SAT MAT 2.-00

SUN MAT 2 • J:4S
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the
men in this ad have. And also have some great advantages like:
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
■ As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic
training during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session
■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week summer session

■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off
making more than $17,000 a year

Want to move
up quickly?

Maybe you can be one of us.

See your Officer Selection Officer, Capt Fedyna or Capt Rothman at Bowling
Green State University, University Hall on October 10-12,1983 or call (313)961-0892 collect.
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#65

#15

#64

ERIC
BARNARD

MARTIN
BAYLESS

DAVE
BITTNER

#4
SIDNEY
BRISBANE
Defensive Back
Junior 5*11" 155
lbs.
Inkster, Mich.
(Robtchaud)

Offensive Quard

Offensive Guard
Senior 6'0" 245 lbs.
Msesillon
(Washington)

■•.

••

Sophomore 6'0" 235

Defensive Back
Senior 6'2" 195 lbs.
Dayton (Belmont)

Oiiilqn

lbs. Akron (St. VlncentSLMary)

fll SMITH

TV***
Distributed locally by Seaway Beverage.lnc.

#39
DEAN
BRYSON

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE, Inc.
921 N. Main St.
352-5151

BEAT THE ROCKETS!
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE!
SUPPLIES,
BACKPACKS,
HRS.
MON - FRI
9:00-5:30

T-SmRTS
&MUCH MORE!
ACROSS
FROM
HARSHMAN

#71

#88

VIC CALES

Freshman
Defensive Back

Offensive
Tsckle
Junior 6'S" 275 lbs.
Washington Court
House

6' 0" 191 lbs.
Dayton (Colonel
White)

GREAT LAKES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
3928 N. Detroit Ave 476-9385
Toledo, Ohio 43612

RAMON
CRUZ

TROY
DAWSON

Nose Tackle
Soph. 6'0" 190 lbs
Lorain
(Southvlew)

Defensive End
Soph. 6'1" 215 lbs.
Now Concord
(John Glen)

Now!
Lowenbraii
with
twist-off caps
Distributed Locally By
Acme Beverage, Inc.

#84

I

MARK
DOWDELL

#58

#55

#96

MARK
EMANS

MIKE
ESTEP

MIKE
FOOR

Cantor
Sophomore 6'3" 215
lbs.
Nowark

Defensive

Tight End

Lino Backer

Junior 6'3" 205 lbs.

Senior 6'4" 220 lbs.

Akron (Kenmore)

.Mti nnl

Luckey (Eastwood)

WML

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN
Distributed locally by Seaway Beverage.lnc.

#72

#33

JIM
FRERICKS

ANDRE
FULLWOOD

Tackle
Junior 8'4" 230 lbs.

Clrclevtlle

DORSEY'S
DRUGS
By the tracks
352-1693

Tackle
Soph. 6'3" 235 lbs.
North Ridgeville

JCPenney

GREAT LAKES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
3928 N. Detroit Ave 476-9385
Toledo, Ohio 43612

Offensive

Distributed locally by Seaway Beverage.lnc.

Tall Back
Soph. 5'3" 180 lbs.
Mt. Clemens, Mich,

#51

fllir*

-

SUPPORT THE FALCONS!

KEEP US IN MIND
FOR YOUR 19841985 HOUSING
NEEDS!
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
352-5620

#75

DON
GREGOIRE

DEAN
HALL

Line Backer
Senior 6'1" 215 lbs.
Massllton (Perry)

Offensive
Tackle
Senior 6'4" 240 lbs.
Swanton

lite

'mmm* Proudly
Served
Distributed Locally By
Acme Beverage, Inc.

TtliUer
Distributed Locally By
Acme Beverage, Inc.
Mm ■■.'
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#69

#22

#60

CHRIS
HARTMAN

STAN
HUNTER

BRIAN
JOHNSON

Wide Receiver
Sophomore 6'1" 200
180 lbs.
Dayton (Northmont)

UMI
Soph. 6'0" 215 Ibi.
Loraln

HOWARD'S
clubH
•

Vote NQ on Issue 1

#46

#34

BRODERICK
KNIGHT

BILL
KUHLMAN

Defensive End
Junior 6'1" 210 lbs.
Highland Park,
Mteffi.

Full Back
Soph. 6'1" 105 lbs.
Van Wart

^WB^^T
Offensive
Guard
Senior 6'2" 235 lbs.
Muskegon, Mich.
(Mona Shores)

BOWLING
GREEN
BEVERAGE, INC.
VOTE NO ON ISSUE 1
352-BEER

353-BEER

Defensive Back
Soph. 5'S" 175 Iba.
Dayton (Stabblns)

Harks pizza ftib

#81

MS .

"Vote NO on ISSUE 1"

#6

GREG
MEEHAN

DAVE
MILLER

Wide Receiver
Soph. 6'1" 190 lbs.
Phoenix. AZ
(Shawdow
Mountain)

Tight End
Senior 6'4" 220 lbs.
Weterford, Ml (Molt)

■■.■.:■.•:.:;■ "

Student Services Building
Hours: Monday-Friday: 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday: 9:00 - 5:00

BRIAN
MUNSON
Tall Back
Fresh. 5'10" 176
Iba.
Bloomfield Hills,
Ml. (Lahser)

Uii riif*' r»nn

Quarterback
6'0" 185 Iba.
Englewood
(Northmont)

107 South Main Street

Phone 352-4810

,&m
Downtown Bowling Green
OUN 6 DAYS A WtftC

Tight End
Soph. 6'5" 205 lbs.
Grosse Points
Woods, Mi. (North)

Homecoming Weekend
is the last weekend to
register to VOTE

190 S. Main
(In the Mini-Mall)
Phone 354-1437

DAYNE
PALSGROVE

Hotel Hair Styling Room

CHRIS
NEAL

in counted
cross stitch

#14

530 E. Wooster
353-7732

#80

SOMETHING EXTRA
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

w

Quarterback
Soph. 6'6" 200 Iba.
Ravenna (Rootstown)

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
LAST WEEKEND TO
REGISTER TO VOTE AT

GREAT LAKES DISTRIBUTORS. INC.
3928 N. Detroit Ave 476-9385
Toledo. Ohio 43612

0

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE

BRIAN
MCCLURE

MELVIN
MARSHALL

3WL1NG GRCE

CALIFORNIA OR BUST!
GO FALCONS!

#18

#5

EXCERCISE YOUR
RIGHT TO VOTE ON
ISSUE 1. REGISTER AT

MAIN ST.

JOE KASTL

Cantor
Junior 6'4" 230 Ibi.
Mansfield (Madison)

Homecoming Weekend
is the last weekend to
register to VOTE at

Distributed locally by Seaway Bcverage.Inc.

#73

Vote NO on ISSUE 1.

#13
JIM
PHELPS
Punter
Junior 6'2" 185 Iba.
Saline, Ml.

JOE
PRCHLIK
Nose Tackle
Senior 5'11" 230 lbs
Strong etrl lie

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
LAST WEEKEND TO
REGISTER TO VOTE AT

V: H;»
Distributed locally by Seaway Beverage.lnc.

-:■■:.;

■'.

■

••

.:.

:

.

'Vote NO on Issue 1 ri

Distributed locally by

Seaway Beveragc.lnc.
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#90

I

NORM
RECLA
Defensive
Tackle
Junior S'l" 206 Ibe.
Livonia, Ml
(Winston Churchill)

#23

#21

#35

DEAN
RUTAN

TOM
RAGLAND

GEORGE
SCHMELZLE

Student
Recreation
Center

Distributed locally by Seaway Beverage,Inc.

■m\

'

#61

Offensive
Guard
Junior 6'2" 235 lbs.
Tiffin (Catvert)

mm

GREAT LAKES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
3928 N. Detroit Ave 476-9385
Toledo, Ohio 43612

■

#43

DAN
SCHRINER

Full Back
Soph. 6'1" 220 lbs.
Columbus
(Bishop Watterson)

Split End
Fresh. 6'2" 1S0 lbs.
Liberty (Ursullne)

Flanker
Fresh. 6'1" 175 lbs.
Urbana

#38

#25

PAUL
SCHWEITZER

TED
SHINGLETON

SHAWN
SIMMS

Line Backer.
Fresh. 6'3" 189 lbs.
PMIIipsburg

Defensive Back
Junior 6'2" 100 lbs.
North Canton
(Hoover)

Defensive Back
Junior 0'1" 200 lbs.
Fremont (Ross)

(Northmont)

GO FALCONS!
A*'s&*M's We did
our part for Homecoming
1983 Great float. The hard
part's over so kick
i < ■«">
back and have a great
homecoming weekend
Distributed locally by

mfCr

Distributed Locally By
Acme Beverage, Inc.

Seaway Beverage,Inc.

#20

#42

#93

#47

DARRYL
STORY

LARRY
STRATTON

STU TOLLE

STEVE
TRUCHLY

Defensive End
Senior 6'0" 215 lbs.
Springfield
(Northeastern)

Defensive
Tackle
Senior 6'3" 240 lbs.
Alliance

Tail Back
Soph, no" 165 lbs.
Dayton
(Patterson)

RAM THE ROCKETS!
"roar Athlatk Shoe 4 Sporttmor
Headquarters In Bowling Grtan"

FALCON HOUSE

140 E. Woodier

Ph. 352-3610

■■'■

#44
VINCE
VILLANUCCI

Line Backer
Soph. 6'1" 210 lbs.
Loralne

Line Backer
Junior 6'0" 100 lbs.
Dover

%^£

DEXTERS- SUBS
352-4497
352-9814
WE DELIVER
ROCK THE ROCKETS!

#26

■

SPE*£fi
•••.

LAMONT
WAGNER
Full Back
Senior 5*11" 215
lbs.
Pittsburgh, PA
(Brashear)

• I '.GLER
. Ohio

TIM GERKEN
FORT MEIGS PlA.'A
burg, Ohio
•119-87-1-6270

Distributed locally by Seaway Beverage,Inc.

:

■

•jj^k*

BEER

#36
LEE
WILLIAMS

GEHAD
YOUSSEF
Place Kicker
Junior 6'1" 105 Ibe

Defensive Back
Senior «'0" 185 Ibe.
Akron (Buchtel)

Toledo
(Central Catholic)

Tlu> KKY. It» \Ol.
GREAT LAKES DISTRIBUTING, INC.
3928 N. Detroit Ave. 476-9385
Toledo, Ohio 43612

1984
Distributed locally by Seaway Beverage,Inc.
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New York cardinal dead of leukemia at aqe 62
NEW YORK (AP) - Cardinal Terence Cooke, who
rose from a modest Job as
a South Bronx priest to
become the powerful head
of the New York Archdiocese, died yesterday at the
age of 62.
Rev. Peter Finn, director of the Office of Commu-

chronic lympboma condition," according to the
archdiocese.
He spent the last days of
his illness "at peace with
himself" and under a
nurse's care at his residence in the chancery behind St. Patrick's
Cathedral, said Finn.
President Reagan, in a

nications for the
Archdiocese of New York,
said Cooke died at 4:45
a.m. yesterday.
Cooke, the spiritual
leader of l.S. million Roman Catholics in the archdiocese and 2 million
Catholics in the military,
suffered from "acute leukemia complicating a

statement issued by the
White House, said Cooke in
life "inspired us - with his
personal holiness, his dedication to the church, his
devotion to his flock.

rarely seen a more moving
display of the three cardinal virtues than in the
faith, hope and love with
which Cardinal Cooke confronted and conquered
death." Reagan said.

"BUT, IN DEATH as
well, he had for us a special gift and a special inspiration. The world has

Pope John Paul II announced Cooke's death to
bishops gathered for a

world synod, then led them
in prayer, the Vatican
saidT

Finn said Cooke's physician, Dr. Kevin Cahill, was
at the cardinal's bedside
along with two nurses
when he died. Also present
was Msgr. Joseph Murphy,
chancellor of the archdio-

cese. Msgr. Charles McDonagh and the Rev.
Edwin O'Brien, who were
both secretaries to the cardinal, arrived at the rectory moments after
Cooke's death.
At 6:30 p.m. today the
cardinal's body will return
to the cathedral. The wake

will begin then and continue through the weekend.
The Mass of Christian
Burial is scheduled for I
p.m. Monday.
Burial will be in the
crypt under the main altar
in the cathedral where all
Cooke's predecessors in office have been buried.

Americans
embark
on
Sons die; mother tried search for 'Lost Army'
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio
(AP) - A flammable liquid
apparently touched off the
fire that killed two sons of
a 21-year-old woman who
is being tried on murder
and arson charges in the
deaths, according to testimony.
Rosalie Grant is on trial
in Maboning County Common Pleas Court on two
counts of aggravated murder and one of aggravated
arson.
The fire at her home last
April 1 killed her two sons,
Joseph Clinkscale Jr., 2,
and Donovan Grant, 11
months. Grant could face
the death penalty if convicted of aggravated murder.
On Wednesday, Boardman Township Fire Chief
Donald Cover testified that
the fire apparently was
set.

Cover, a firefighter for
40 years and an arson investigator, showed 97
slides to the jury. The case
is being heard by Judge
Peter Economus.
Burn patterns around a
window in the children's
room showed that the fire
began inside, Cover said.
The children's room was
destroyed, but there was
little fire damage to the
rest of the home, Cover
said. He also said burn
KHerns around the room's
seboards and floor indicated that some kind of
flammable liquid was
used.
Cover ruled out electrical wiring problems as the
cause of the fire.
ALSO TESTIFYING
Wednesday as a state witness was Patrolman Robert Fullennan, a crime lab

technician. Fullerman
took pictures of the children at St. Elizabeth Hospital Medical Center and
sent the alleged fire accelerator - a can of charcoallighter fluid - to the Ohio
Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation
for testing.
Grant's grandmother,
Rosalie Carson, a state
witness, said Tuesday it
was she who suggested her
granddaughter take out
life insurance on her children. Under cross-examination by defense lawyer
Howard Zlotnick, Carson
testified her granddaughter was "very upset" at the loss of her
children.
Defense lawyers Zlotnick and John Ausnehmer
say the police investigation
never considered anyone
besides Grant.

Youngstown detective
Michael Landers testified
Tuesday he never learned
that proceeds from insurance money on the Grant
children were used to pay
their funeral expenses, or
that the children's father.
Joseph Clinkscale ST., had
not been paying child support.
Bruce Saunders, a New
York Life Insurance Co.
agent, testified Tuesday
that he offered Grant two
policy options. The first
would have insured her
and her three children. The
third child, Charleen, was
staying at Carson's home.

Bucwheet
Happy 21st Brthdayl YOu should
teel Pretlygoooebcutyoursell. Con
gralulalions'lP S
Thank* for
0 T TE. Love. Mom'

Hey Ammers and Poohbeer.
Thai past weekend was great' "Memories.hght the comer* of my
Ma', quarters at Bud's Place-way to
go. Too bad Pooh, couldn't handle it,
huh? Sat. raght-OSU1 What a wad
urns' How about that Connie? And
dencm' on the ledge Those gorgeous TKE'a "jump some skim "(ha
ha) Ammsrs-Fun time with Oouger's.
huh? Wei have to show Res* the
time of her Ma! Wei do It sgam real
soon! Love ye. Urns one

John, You don't undereus id That
was a persons! for you. Sorry orey
two cookie* left but at least you got
the tape out ot it You can dance >
you want to anytime with me Thenka.
I had tun A tnangte roman numera
two

Hay AXO Bedracers Uaa. Chrte.
Susie. 1 MISSIS - Good kick today a
uh don't M asleep on the rob'
Lot* of love. Alpha cm Pledgee

JUDY,
TO THMK YOU ALMOST DO NOT
DO ITt CONGRATULATIONS ON BE
WG NOMINATED FOR SENIOR REP.
YOU WILL REPRESENT BG GREAT'
NOT TO MENTION A LITTLE PR
FOR KAPPA'
GOOD LUCK! LOVE. HEIDI
JUUEBABV
Trts WJST PROVE
t LOVE YOU AND THaNK ABOUT
YOU ALL THE TIME
AWESOME

classifieds

M »• *J »( »<« SI.1S mlHleiei*. *OLO TV*f 50- • ■»■ per ed
Aoproomatalv 2« to 30 KM PW In*
1 x 1 ONLV
-a IWWI »4 00 par mrax
CMaSUtrCITY EVENTS Hangs to non-pn*. pubac aervtte acMMa wa ba awamxl
ONCE lor Iree and at raguar «M UtoaaHtr.
o»«.i««i.«<».!«n.i)*.M*«»«.iiop.(iw<ioop« an
dMto to tw Tuesday adHQn
CaaeeM toma are ■ atoll * ma M Haaja omea. io< IMkarato Hal.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
BUFFO SEZCOUE AND SEE THE ELECTRIFY
MQ FALCON MARCHING BAND
TAKE THE HELD THS SATURDAY
WELCOME BACK BAND ALUMS'
WATCH BG WHIP T.U.
ENTERTAINMENT AND GOOD
TBIESST TOMS KOFFEE HOUSESUNDAY 8 30-11.30
ENTERTAINMENT AND GOOD
TB4ES ST TOMS KOFFEE HOUSE
SUNDAY 8 3Q-II 30
ENTERTAINMENT AND GOOD
TMES ST TOM'S KOFFEE HOUSE
SUNOAY 8 30-11:30 pm
tesndatory maalmg lor anyona awe*
MM in pacing BGSU dub voeeyCel
wB be he*) on October 10 In 257
MgWrjaJ HI at 9 00 p m.
HAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY INVITES ALL BG SENIORS TO
BRING RESUMES AND ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT CAREERS IN RETAIL
NO ON FRIDAY OCT 7 FROM
9AM—4PM IN THE PERRY ROOM.
STUOENT UNION DRESS CASUAL
BPJNQ A FRJENO REPRESENTATIVES FROM O'NEILS. AKRON:
MAY COMPANY CLEVELAND AND
STRAUSS. YOUNGSTOWN WSJ. BE
THERE TO SPEAK WFORMALLY
WITH YOU
SCEC GENERAL MEETWG—7 00
W U 112 SUNOAY OCT. a.
GUEST SPEAKER PROF PATRICIA
BUCKWELL ALL ARE WELCOME'

LOST AND FOUND
LOST Fooboy key ttng w/4 keys on
it 3 are FIAT keys Reward eel 352
2334.
Loat Hat Coal N*ddec*. Mazpa'
Lost ball Saturday. SantananM Value, $fleward$ «returned Pteeea cal
352-1734.

SERVICES OFFERED
Rutraa'i Sawing and teereaon*
Latlari and xaigraea on jackets and
sweaters Al gi mania must be
dean 3627288

ACROSS
Chess piece
Madrid museum
Mala
Dugout: Fr.
Of a grain
"
ok)
cowhand
17 Sprue*
18 Dostoevski novel
(with "The")
19 Except
20 Ibeen's Peer
21 Zilch
22 Weather word
24 Waste no words
27 Pennsylvania, lor
example
29 Seaweed
substance
30 Meadow
31 Slowly, In music
34
facto
38 Forest of drama
40 Prefix with
content
41 "Feed
..."
42 Facial features
43 Aspires (to)
45 Prefix In
chemistry
46 Short spans of
tun*
48 Tosses

1
5
10
14
15
16

Carol Evans, Have a great waekl
Your ■ super pledge pal and s great
new Mend' Phi Mu love end espeoaay mine. Amy
RUSSELL S SWEATS
$10.50
Rac Canter Pro Shop

$$ .00 BTYLI a»ECIAL AT THl FAlCON CU**** J52-S200 EXPIRE!
iQtmn.
Word u^ieassiy lor isseeich papar*, reeumee. theea. ilsaoi 1Mfc.se;,
ate. C** P.W.P. 352-2838 alter
5:30 or AnySme weekends.

Chraarme. Congrats on your stactlon
to USG district Rap I guess mats
what happana whan you're ■ reived
RA. I miss you lots in Offenheuer. but
don't worry. I won't quR See you on
Tuasday. Love. Laura

TYPua
[keeertanona. the**) ate
352-0838 or 372-2291.

COMING SOON
ALPHA PHt-TIQUE
PET READY FOR COMBAT

VM The Weal
Far the "heemv'ol til
a* Stadaal Health. Center

Congrats to Malt Mehoney - LAMBDA
CM ALPHA Brother ol the Week
Thanks tor a pC wet done'
Congratalallonl to Jett De Muth
and Make Leerii tor being named
taj Ep eVother'a of the Week.

TOMORROWS
APR*. MQELS URTHOAY
GIVE HER A KISS'

DEAR CRAG. YOU ARE MY ONE
AND ONLY AND I LOVE YOU VERY
MUCH'I LOVE, YOUR LITTLE OIRL

Alpha DeR Oadracar*: Bast of luck on
Friday. Remember You enooze. you
Pee1

Deer JM L. the DO:
1 heoe your peyched far a special
night! Looking lorward to homecomlail Ml

Alpha Phi's * Alpha tags.
Oaf >
mining float I* • terrific

ALPHA PHIS AND PHI MU'S
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HELP
WITH HOMEOOMMG WE HAVE A
FANTASTIC FLOAT" GET PSYCHED
FOR SATURDAY S GRAND AP
PEARANCEI LOVE. THE ALPHA
S*36

OREEX NfTE IS BACK!!
EVERY HON. SPM-CLOSE
SAM ■'»!! 107 STATE ST.

Irene Jerome. Congratulations for
being selected es one ol the He*
candidates to compete for this
year's Senior homecoming repreeonlatl.s. We wteh you the bast
of kick. We're ell behind you! Love
Your Slaters of Phi MU
Johrma > Sarah-Thanks tor the bad
summer We had some pretty wad
Omee NEVER forget 'MR FFaQ". 2
months Her. 1 carpet is mrssing.
Spaghetti sword lights. DESTROY
MQ our apartment. "Honey, We're
home", takng pas when your not nek
a roeay sick, throwing afoums against
the was. our ratferent BUDDIES".
bos night phone cats, s who spaed
the ashtray attar we vacuumed Wei
"SCATS" t "LUCY" thai summer was
great a it's going to be even batter
next summer Love. Keesy

AT

Have a case ol the enjoys'
Happy hour everyday at 4pm
Downtown LITTLE KING XJI'S
HOMECOMING 83 celebrate
wan the Falcons and ■ win
over Toledo Don'l maa HI

Beer. Fapprodui
watch lor our apecaMa In every
Wad and Friday Paper

27
28
32
33
35
36
37

lane Jerome - Congretuailtone on
being selected as one ol the hnaests
tor Sereor Rep -No one deserves it
more Haw you do Good luck! ALL of
your dose friends

GooPhoo Boos! Let's teaofl Homecoming weekend wtth a great caddyshack party The Brother* of Alpha
Sigma Pre

amaaaj**) eajraeMc Teeay anrka
the olflclel Man of Lorl McKenite'a
Kg 21 awasaay ams.ml For at
leael the next 44 hours Led wM be
iilHiHlnieeateeeepNeheracetl
at 2-41J* and wteh her a Happy
t1eLh***».BO*vLerlHI Lore, Lor*

JOD.
I know you are heppier without me. I
Just want you to know I'm tjankng
about you and I mas you JM S.

Horraicorning Art Show
Open to el students
Award* given

D Al LY c ROSSWORDIFv;SILE

Valued violin
Literary bird
Passive
Former price

26 Welcomes

HOMECOtHNQ 'S3
SNAKE DANCE
SNAKE DANCE
SNAKE DANCE
THIS FRL 7 PM UNION
Ail CAMPUS WVTTEOI

First Year Greek LUe Stan Good
kick on your tests' We're behind you
and we know you can do HI The
8*oond Year 8tatf

Attenaon Al BGSU Mam The annual
i Fan Kidnap a onr, a
Y eo beware guy*
you may have the pteeaura of being
Udnappedl Be prepared!

•gey

Homecoming Art Show
Entries due at Commuter Center
by 5 00 Friday
Pick up terms al coco or art btdg

EESAB-Good kick at the Falcon Fun
Run on Sunday' Lets raja* lot* of
money.

Amy Bath. The sail two weeks have
been net without you. Lets neve a
jiaat weekend. I Love You. Doug

25 Mister, In Malaya

Homecoming Art SHow
Friday and Saturday
Commuter Center

Dab Levy- Your Alpha Gam solars
ware to congratuejte you on your
being elected Fund Rasing Chairman
of Sate* OC

II Tit* listers of PHI MM

11
12
13
23

HOUOAVINN'''MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TIME'

Congrats Brad Scotten on your DU
enaaanng to Ketyl Better luck next
am* AtlThe Brothers'

Waal are you «**** between 44
today? Come oat to IHdge Street
and watch the drat annual SAE led
race.

50 Make an
exception
55 Dreamlike atate
56 Member of the
clan: Abbr.
57 Fatlma'a
husband, et al.
80 Green area. In
Paris
61 Implore
63 Bridge position
64 Pulitzer Prize
winner for
literature, 1968
65 Puccini rot*
66 On th* briny
67 Fastens. In a way
68 Assuages
69 North See feeder

Hey MAL - Thanks lor going with me
lor were you Johnny's date?). You
were qurte a hit doing your dance
floor spits, you skinny beanpole! (No.
Posy's nght-you do look eke Oark
Gebk-'l Think B—E-A-R-DI love.
S.J. Sowsoon
^_^_

Chris. Dave, and JoeWa are looking lorward to a weekend
of tine wine, man and tun" Oat
peyched for Homaoomlngi Love.
Uaa. Mtchoee. and Leets

FOOTS TYPNQ: Ercilant quatty.
SO- pat pee* 669-2679 aftor Iprn

Grant opted to take out
$5,000 on each of her sons,
Saunders said. In his opinion, the first policy option
was the better one because
it gave the children protection if the mother died.

1

*

5

4

,

H

Wings
Extremely
1?
Mennonlte sect
School of whales
Inane
Walk heavily
Gambler's
concern
*T
39 Gl*ts
41 King of Norse
myth
43 Gives approval to
44
th* hills
47 Useful abbr.
49 Somewhat
DOWN
50 March honor**,
Called up
forahort
Comply
51 Prefix with
Pajffeehrng
comedy
beverage
On* of a nursery 52 Street show
rhyme trio
53 Take
(take
if
five)
Sharp
On* of th* media 54 Concord
58 understanding
Slanted
utlerance
gratlaa
59 Heedllner
Active
62
Mauna
Memoraoas
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Gary Chafetz, 36, of Boston, four other Americans
and 14 Egyptian geologists
and laborers drove off the
Banariya Oasis Highway
Wednesday, about 90 miles
south of Cairo, and headed
west for the Siwa Oasis, 250
miles away.
By the end of the week,
they plan to link up with
three leased camels that
will pull 150,000 worth of
radar units across a 120square-mile patch of the
great sand sea where Chafetz believes the army was

JON THE TREND.
GET OUT OF TOWN,
BRING A FRIEND.
COME TO SNYDERS CORNER
McCLURE, OHIO
RT 6 a 65

N
KAREN WASHBUSH - CongreejefJonson being chosen a* one of the
•v* canadBln lor senior rep' We
tank you're the best! Love, the Fie
mngos
WASHBUSH FOR SEtwOR REP
KERPJP
HAPPY 20TH B-OAYIII
HOPE YOU HAVE A GREAT DAY
AND WEEKEND
LUV YA. TOOO AND N.J.

buried in a sandstorm.
"We're going to stay in
the desert about five
months until the middle of
March, because then we
will be chased out by the
same winds that destroyed
the army," he said before
departing in a convoy of
three jeeps and two trucks.
The inauguration of the
expedition culminates
three years of preparation
by Chafetz, who got the
idea while researching a
fictional character based
on Orde Wingate, a British
army officer who unsuccessfully searched for
Cambyses' army around
1930
THE' FATE of the army
is one of the great mysteries of Egypt's 7,000year-old civilization.
Cambyses, son of Cyrus

the Great, conquered
Egypt's Pharaonic dynasty in 525 B.C., and dispatched an army from the
ancient Egyptian capital of
Thebes, now known as
Luxor, for the temple and
oracle of Amun at Siwa
Oasis, 625 miles to the
northwest. They planned to
sack the temple site.
But, according to the
Greek historian Herodotus, whose sources were
the people of Siwa, "a
southerly wind of extreme
violence drove the sand
over them in heaps as they
were taking their mid-day
meal, so mat they disappeared forever."
Herodotus said the army
consisted of 50,000 troops,
but Chafetz estimates a
more realistic number is
30,000 people - a third of

them soldiers and the rest
slaves, concubines, children, smithies, technicians, soothsayers,
hostages and drivers.
Chafetz said the wind in
which the army perished
was the only southerly that
blows in the Sahara - the
khamsin - a powerful, hot,
dry storm that sweeps
across the desert during
March and April.
Most of the army's route
was across a flat plain of
packed gravel that has
changed little in thousands
of years. Chafetz theorizes
the only place the army
could have vanished and
stayed hidden for 2,500
years is in the great sand
sea, an expansive maze of
long, serpentine intersecting sand dunes, some of
them 100 meters high.

Now enfcry our breeklett buffet on
Saturday too. Al tor oray $2 99
Served from flam 2pm
Both
SetsSun Comer KSchen

TO PI KAPPS DAN, ERIC. TB4, 4
STEVE SATURDAY MORNING WE
WHJ. LEAVE TO A TAILGATE. ANO
FOOTBALL GAME
BOWLING
GREEN WILL NEVER BE THE SAME.
THEN SATURDAY NIGHT WILL BE
JUST RIGHT WHEN WE PARTY ANO
DANCE IN FREMONT ALL
THROUGH THE NtOHTt GET PSYCHED GUYS LOVE.YOUR ALPHA
CHTS PS FUPPEH HAS HS TUX

Ovareaaa Jobs- Summer/Year round.
Europe. S Amer , AustraBa. Asia Al
Field*. $500-1200 monthly Sight
eeeaig Free rao Wnte UC Box 52OH-e- Corona Del Mar, CA 92825

What are yea astasj ban. sen 4-S
tedey? Coma eat to Mdgo Street
and watch the IWel ennuel SAE Bed
heoe.
RUSSELL'S SWEATS
$10.50
Bee Center Pro Shop

TORPEDO TOLEDO
Trecey Heaayeatt Yea dad « toaiiae
tk K* with the Alpha Chl Oaee. We
couldn't have done It without youl
Lews, Year Btators

FOR SALE

AANOI LEE (AAltONER. CONORATUUTK)NS ON aVJHO tENKM hEPI
I'M SO HAPPY FOR YOU. YOU
CERTAJNIY DESERVE TMSI BEST
OF LUCK SATUROAY-I'LL elf
TtaSBWa. OF YOU. LOVE. MICHELLE

T.T. HAPPY HAJFi rrS BEEN GREAT
LUV MB

'89 camaro No ru*t. Itadraght blue,
Rune good $1600. CAI 823-8843.

VOTE'BOONERS'FOR-OREAM"
OUEEN1

Yamaha Tenor Suophona. yte-21.
Eacaasnt cond Asking $450.00,
0*1 I-47K422
.

Roc-Oingn«Ue*ons! Youl make an
eiicatanl vice preakwni Good luck
Wi pksdglng Love. Rachel

VOTEJUDY MEYERS-DREAM QUEEN
VOTEJUOY MEYERS-DREAM OUEEN
VOTEJUDY MEYERS-DREAM OUEEN

SCEC *
Ii il Bey Cemewan Sele
threagh Thursday S1.2S each. Wilt

i#eeyHa
i Me* He
►Judy Home-He.

aaaatt
e«li

SHOW YOUR alien SPIRIT
BUY A fMEEK BUTTON TODAY
AT THE UWON *-4:M

SKH4A CHI HOMECOMING
OONNA PARTY
TB. ITS IBM

TUESOAY ■ BAM •'$ T-SHIRT
DAYI T-SMBTTS ON SALE $3.00
EACH ALL DAY. EVERY TUEB. IN
SAMB'BBAIL

Nkjht Donut DeeVery I* Back
Starts Friday
The Getaway 352-4182

Lo— weight w/Hypnc
362-8777

n

MttE HELTZEL, CONGRATS ON
BECOaaTIO PLEDGE CLASS V.P.
GET EXCITED FOR A GREAT SEMESTER, ANO I AM PSYCHED TO
HAVE YOU AS MY LITTLE! CARL
MttE HELTZEL. WELCOME TO THE
BEST HOUSE AND THE BEST ALPHA S*3 FAMILY GET PSYCHED'
CARL. TONY. SELM

.,
•
Mr W • Seen any grandlerher bunny
reobas Ia*ary777 Much love end erlecSon. YouHnow-who
Ms Lee Strafgni lag Oanta Jean*.
Rag $2700, oray $1898 Guy*
Straight Lags Rag. $20.00. only
$17.99 Jeene N Things 631 RHge

at.
NCK, LETS HAVE A GREAT
WEEK-END! KEEP YOUR CMM UP.
EVERYTHING WSJ. WORK OUT I
LOVE YOU. KJM

1972 Ford Torino. AC. rune good.
$400 Cal alter 5. 352-8961.
For Sale $275. 1870 Chevy Irnpata.
Uts* Ruat. Run* Wel. Cat 352
8666 after 6 pa.
75 Monks Carlo, new Ira*, raw
brake*, must eel Make otter. 3627727.
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALI.
itaoe.eo. SUZUKI O$4SOT, 'II . EX.

1981 at Parry Field
Falcone 38 - Rockets 0
Do a apaai Fatcona.
Attenaon Al UAO Member*
Let* Show BGSU how 10 snake
through campua! Meet at 7 PM In •»
Oval Fndey to stert Ihe Sneke Dence
roen'i Cal 372-2343 tor daejesl CU

USA B - Hey Superstar! Sorry I
can't be there to see you lack a
around ma voeeyOel court' Stick with
trtdajorvba the best' Love You Mar
da

Vie*. The We*.

1973 Honda 500
Baal oner 354-1383

706 Seventh St amouncee the*
new pledging bedaners JP. 0T, Stop,
ISkatosll

Buy Button a-Unr. Hen
Only 75'

LITTLE THA. I AM SO THPeUED TO
HAVE YOU AS MY UTTLE WE WILL
BE STARTING A WINNING TRADITION I'M SURE REMEMBER KKG
WU. ALWAYS BE SPECIAL ANO
ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU ARE
HERE TO SHARE IT WITH.
KKG LOVE. HEO

372-1250
1978 Sdrooco In vary good conoV
txm Includes radto-tape deck. ague>
txar. lour 3 way speakers, ejr
conoVJon. and tog4ghta $2,800.
Cat 354-3104.

YOBEDUNERS
Today* th* day, 4 o'clock Rkfge St
See you there wah your pBowe. J.P.
P S Don't target Harotd Nenc

MaBaias FtlolCflraphy-20% oft tor
BGSU students, senior yearbook ptcturee. portraits, rrndaat. Cal 3628198

Lai* Dares* - I'm so glad you're an
Alpha Del. Gel peyched tor km
amae. Bg Oayte

1973 Ford LTD. 2 door, t

We eared the beet tor leetl
Rueh Stg Ep Golden Heartal
Ocomartawi
** a Big Ep LB' Blel

LI Laura • To start the excaernent of
aw evening wel atari at the Bad
Race to cheer Via OT* on. Th* next
stop « a party by the windnvj given In
your honor to celebrate your 1B#l
BHhday This • your personal Invae ■
wB you be Stare? Love. Bkj Laurie

Uaa Kay. Leelte, atkheae. eat reedy
to party was wllklnd with year
Mr** Lembde CM etude. We're
looking forward la a greet area.
UwACIirte.Joa,Oaea

S2SBJM I7M7S4.

Halt The Wed
For was "hee**" ol III
22*1

lease. Who would have thought two
people could stay together attar al
met has happened Just leiivaitie.
met I met you hrst end its probably
aaMtatae Gat ready to party t dance
on Set Love, Joe
UL JACKIE, YOU DONT KNOW
HOW EXCITED I AM TO BE YOUR
BKi I THteX YOU'RE TERPJFIC!
LOVE 1 LOYALTY SIOBHAN GET
PSYCHED FOR OUR DATE PARTY

Part Brno employee wanted lo put up
pootora on oavnpu* now and during
1983-84
2-10 houra'month.
$45071*. Send name, addraee.
phones', daw yr . etc to M* taaaco,
152 Temple SI . #701. New Haven,
CT 0*510.

O. WHERE WIL YOU BE FPJOAY AT
7PM7
A UNION OVAL FOR THE SNAKE
DANCE?

K3. You guy* are the beet Her*'* to
■ greet year. Love ya. Roe

Men of B Q -y-st astan here
Bo 0.0 Hdnap ■ drawti' raw.
We've sent ransom nolee-our
meaeege la deer, aral gaechal have
no tear

r"

■

17.

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - An
American writer has set
off into the Sahara to find
"the Lost Army" of Cambyses, a Persian king who,
along with 30,000 followers,
vanished in the desert 25
centuries ago.

COUP. ASK FOR STEVE. $$t-T*T$.
1971 VW Bus $600 or beet offer
Ugh mleegi: rune good 686-4561
or 352-6008 after 8 pm.
'88 Chevy Station Wagon Ratable.
$150 352-4501 Ot352-7620
78 FORD FUSTA GHtA GOOD
COND. $2400 CALL 352 0393
LEAVE MESSAGE OR AFTER 6:46.

SPwKT BUTTONS

Attenaon al BGSU man: The annual
K3. You guy* are the beat. Ham's to
a greet year Love Ye.Roe
Take a drtva lor REAL lea cream 17
Savor* of queety Nalrlngera We give
you your money 3 worth. Th* Getaway 898 S. Main
T ead a, Demea Drop. Demaa Ore*.
Demon Drop; welch your heed, only
<r. H you keep the
I NAPA bs»erege"«iiiliia.
•at asl party Ska Be IS**-, yea ee•heea. where la my Hue ben? The

Lent. T and R P.*. leek tor a
eererlee at the Reed Raay n
rlere'a to a liaalim wlaksadl
P.*.*. Baa* Na Alpha Rhs Alpha
Thanks

Phi

Mu's.Thanka for

the

ear*. You made my "hard am*" ao
much eeear Thate whet trlendervp a
*1 *boutl Lev*. Amy H.
The Gamma Phl'a are peyched to do X
right on Friday reghtl We're ready to
party hardy wah the F»'* and Alpha
8fr OMraycrwdl
THE SCENE B) SET
THE CURTAJNSARE DRAWN
SfOMA CHI HC4SECOMBNG
FPaTJAY hMMT Tl. PAWN
TO ALL LAMBDA CHaS AND DATES
I WISH YOU ALL A WILD AND AWESOME HOMECOMING
DEAR
LOURt. I HOPE YOU WOULD HAVE
A<*REATTaaETOO. SONNY
To mi Felow "Siiiiiiai atop axlei"-Yea. it was th* beat, but w* have got
to t*inaiwb*i Lao and "Lka the Moment"' We're gonna make It Get
pevohed- YouaaouHpal
ToMyFLGOn* tost and wonderful year. The
beat one of my Be, and I hope yours
100 bPVQ.Your FLB
To say ten tovonto preeldsnta
Thank* for la tuck-in -■ I *n|oyed the
-natmtmtnr version of may and
oodeasi Oont forget our "Inerae
prre/tovorka U.D." r**aat! Love,

Parcel oapoaaory tor Frying Tiger*.
PuRastor 1 Urated Parcel Service
Sear* Catalog Merchant. 14B N.
Matl. 352-2611 FREE PARKING N
REAR.
Mate your rasariaBoiai today tor
SUNOANCE'S raw/ upetsirs Book
your Chratmee peraee now. Cat
352-1092 for raaarvetlone
Good New*- Sundance ha* a great
expanded menu-try It soon 3621092
Need a reaabas person lo do artwork
lor a marketing oka*. I w* provide
copy.Buetrallon ld**.layout conoepl.end raarucacna.ernployee muel
provide queaty execuaon. Terrna n+
goaarxe. Cal Todd 372-5638
THE BGSU PARTY TEAM WANTS
TO WISH SUE COflEBN A HAPPY
19*1 BIRTHDAY CALL 2-4526 TO
WISH HER A HAPPY B-OAY

10*. etooasaat eayasaa aaa)
ear rery epeokd easel centl
Deyeu have yeura yet?
K» avtaeal Cease In a Wet up
M
—I
LK14*0EW*eeter

WANTED

2 Bedroom near in Jerry City
$6900. tor*nt-$160rmo. 15 mum*
drive from campus Good investment
wUh resale poetonaal. CAI 2672937
.
t

For Sale: 1 pr CaMn KJeh Jasna.
tat 5. *>a new. t pr Ight purple
dree* tarn)*, sire?, race. Need
money, mud eel' $10 00 each Cal
debtxa 372-5589.
Com TanrxMirophon* Good condIon, taking $300 Cat 372-3831
ask for ArmeBe
Damond nng-2 davnond* In 14k
band. $75.00 or wB datcuee. Cat
Amy 2-3514.

FOR RENT
Apt tor Rent 3-4 person. Reasonable
monavy rent Low UtaWae. Apply et or
Cat Arehert vaaoe Apt*. 1620
Cfcugn 364-1601.
On or before 10(31 Fum.ee* $209
1 ease $20 Ofl 1*1 mo 362-7691.
Need 4ti female to IB 2 bdrm apt
362-7366.

CANCffl.
How you live
may save your life.

WANTED u*ED CAR* FROM THE
80S « 70S. Must I
priced. Pteaee cal 372-1663
1 F. to autxs apt $120/mo Else
orvy. Cloee to campua 461 Thuraah
Av* Conesd Bonraa 362-3911.
F. PswMTE NEEDED. BY OCT 16.
CLOSE TO OU4PU8. $120Vmo
CALL 362-3466.

HELP WANTED
A Toledo bated manufacturing fern la
n need ot a second afaft dam entry
operator. The poaMon wa offer experience In at eeoocM of • computor
dapt. Preler sophomore or juraor
StorUng pay $5 25/hr Ptoasa send
resume to PO Box 3269 Toledo, OH
43607.

IEVKTUS tUZIlf
IIIIHM
Ull.lil
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I II IIIHII llll! Ill ll|B|l|.1
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^Someone Just Like Me

bg news stolt/Patnck SanOcx

Five sets of twins discuss the pros
and cons of their unique situation.

m

Welcome to FRIDA Y
Friday is here and it's about time.
It's been a long week but it's nearly
over. And what better way to start the
weekend than with Friday. As always,
we've compiled for you a variety of
features pertaining to entertainment,
leisure and art.
Friday is now accepting articles
within the guidelines of our format
from any of our readers who would
like to become authors or photographers. All unsolicited contributions
must be brought to the attention of the
Friday editor no later than the Tuesday
proceeding publication.
So start the weekend the right way.
The week's almost over and Monday is
three days away, but right now, it's
Friday.

Attention:

.page 3
.page 3
Theater Review
page 3
To Say The Least

BGSU EMPLOYEES

-k-kUUJ

ALL BOOTS HUGE SELECTION OF NAME
BRAND BOOTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES

ANSWER-CHOOSE ONE
□ 1. PAYING HIGH
PRICES SO FRIENDS
THINK I'M RICH.
D 2. SEEING THE CITY
OF TOLEDO WHILE
DRIVING ALL OVER IT
LOOKING FOR
BOOTS.
B 3. NOTHING

ciMB°ss-:n:

COMBINATION FIXED/VARtABU ANNUITY FOR PCTSCNAl
WVtSTMENTS AND OUAlftO WTSXMENT PIANS

MERRILL LYNCH
ATTN: Ann Sanford
300 Madison Avenue

I
I
Toledo. Oh 43603
I. Please send rr« rrwre cc>mplete information, including I
I a prospectus, on the CompassHl Annuity. This literature
■ describes all charges and expenses and should be
investing or sending money.
■ read carefully bef

I

Address.
.State.
.Phone.
which Ml been m trie contract less than 5 yarn
charge see the prospectus for details.

%.*%%%%.

QUESTION: WHAT COULD BE BETTER THAN

• a choke of professionally managed money market,
bond, and stock portfolios
• plus a fixed account witn safety of principal and
interest guaranteed against loss
• free, non-taxable transfers among the investment
options
• no sales charge deducted from investments*
• no current income taxes on contributions or earnings
• investments of $25 or more at any time
• a guarantee against loss of principal for your
beneficiary if you die before annuity payments start
• a wide range of annuity options, including a
guaranteed monthly income payable for life
• investment flexibility after annuity
payments start

I Name.

.pages 8-11

FALL FOOTWEAR
QUIZ

WITH ANYTHING
ELSE AVAILABLE TODAY.

• withdrawal* u'
Imayt* subject to a

• TV Listings
page 5

COMPARE THIS
TAX-DEFERRED

I Zip

pages 6-7

Dale's World

Before you make your first-or next-retirement
plan contribution...

| City

Twins On Campus

Top 20 TV Shows

CBS Leads Network Race
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Drawing on
favorite shows and familiar faces,
from the lovable Sherman Potter to the
evil J.R. Ewing, CBS zipped to the top
of the A.C. Nielsen ratings in the first
week of the fall television season.
"AfterMASH," a new comedy in
the footsteps of "M»A*S«H," won a
resounding first-place rating. The special one-hour debut of the comedy,
starring "M'A'S'H" regulars Harry
Morgan, Jamie Farr and William
Christopher, was the highest-rated premiere of a new show since ABC's
"Laverne and Shirley" in 1976.
CBS won the A.C. Nielsen Co.
ratings for the week ended Oct. 2 with
a network average of 18.1. ABC was
second with 17.2 and NBC was third
with 14.6.
However, NBC's "First Camera,"
up against CBS's highly rated "60
Minutes," was once again at the bottom of the cellar.
The bottom five shows in descending
order were NBC's "Mammal," NBC's
"Candid Camera" special, ABC's
"It's Not Easy," NBC's "For Love
and Honor," and NBC's "First Camera."
Here are the week's Top 20 programs:
1. "AfterMASH," CBS, a rating of
31.0 or 23.9 million households.

2. "Dauas," CBS, 27.5 or 23.0
million.
3. "Dynasty," ABC, 27.2 or 22.7
million.
4. "Hotel," ABC, 26.1 or 21.8
million.
5. "Falcon Crest," CBS, 23.4 or
19.6 million.
6. "Simon & Simon," CBS, 23.3 or
19.5 million.
7. "The A-Team," NBC, 23.0 or
19.2 million.
I. "The Love Boat," ABC, 22.7 or
19.0 million.
8. Tie — "Magnum, P.I.," CBS,
22.7 or 19.0 million.
10. "The Fall Guy," ABC, 22.4 or
18.7 million.
II. "60 Minutes," CBS, 22.1 or 18.5
million.
12. "Knots Landing," CBS, 21.0 or
17.6 million.
13. Movie — "Sessions," NBC, 20.9
or 17.5 million.
14. "Knight Rider," NBC, 20.3 or
17.0 million.
15. "Three's Company," ABC, 19.4
or 16.2 million.
16. "Hart to Hart," ABC, 19.3 or

Dale's
World • •••
PUBACI4

16.1 million.

17. "Emerald Point N.A.S.," CBS,
19.2 or 16.0 million.
18. "Remington Steele," NBC, 18.8
or 15.7 million.
19. "Cheers," NBC, 18.4 or 15.4
million.
20. "The Jeffersons." CBS, 18.3 or
15.3 million.

presents:
THE RETURN OF

I FEEL LIKE I'M IM
A
POueUETMlNT GUM COMMERCIAL,/

Your
Music Station

KEN and STACEY
SAT. OCT. 45
8:00- 11:00 pm
GRAND BALLROOM
$1.00 admission
WELCSME THEM HOME TO B8
AFTEI THEIR WEST GUST
TOOTIH EMiBEMEITS.

1

I
I
I
I

Dance To The

TRANSITION BAND
—

I
I

At

SNYDER'S CORNER
Friday & Saturday '

I
I $1 cover charge and get in
.bring
FREE!
I but..
this ad
I,

!

I
I

Plays Your
Favorite Hits
9 IN A ROW ALMOST

12 Miles West of B.G
°" H|9hwav6
Must Be 19

I
I

EVERY HOUR
BOWLING GREEN'S BEST FRIEND

'Hookers' Shine But Power Lost In 'Hot L Baltimore'
by Joseph F. Nonfat
If you are one of those people who
believe that four-letter words and sexual boldness have no place in the
theater, perhaps you had best forego
attending "The Hot L Baltimore."
However, if you aren't offended by
"profanity" or double- or triple-entendres, "Hot L" may be right up your
alley (or down your gutter, depending
upon your perspective).
Lanford Wilson's "The Hot L Baltimore" is an amusing, sometimes poignant, depiction of the lives of
residents living in what was once one of
the Eastern Seaboard's "finest hotels." Long past its heyday, the Hotel
Baltimore no longer caters to presidents and the rich; it is now a home for
pensioners, drunks, dykes, and two of
the funniest hookers you'll ever see.
The atmosphere of the hotel's lobby
has been wonderfully captured by
designer Willard Misfeldt. It is easy to
imagine that SO years ago, the lobby

was the bustling center of one of
Baltimore's semi-grand hotels. A nice
touch was the copy of Travel magazine
ironically displayed in a hotel for
people going nowhere.
COSTUME DESIGNER Lilah Davis was responsible for some truly
marvelous costumes. Of special note
are the various ensembles worn by the
ladies of the evening. While they may
not have been equal to Fredick of
Hollywood's finest, they were peerlessly tacky.
The one disagreement I have on the
costuming is a relatively major one.
The dress worn by the main character
(designated "Girl" in the program)
was totally inappropriate. No hooker,
even one with a "heart of gold,"
dresses that virginally. She looked like
a freshman on her way to her first
sorority tea, not a bimbo working out
of a sleazy flophouse.
I suspect that the director's intent
was to underscore Girl's Spiritual In-

-cliff

She was more than ably abetted by
Danko, as the hooker looking for love.
Her every entrance got a laugh, due in
large part to Davis' costumes. The
verbal interplay between Bichl and
Danko was the high point of the show.
ANOTHER PLEASANT performance was turned in by Mary Baughman as Mrs. Bellotti, a mother trying
to help her somewhat unstable son.
Old age is difficult to portray when you
are very young. Baughman did an
admirable job.
If "The Hot L Baltimore" had one
more major flaw, it was that most of
the characters were simply too nice to
each other. There is a casual rudeness
in big city living that is used as a
defense against all the pressures and
abuses endemic to survival in the city.
The play loses much of its power and
momentum when that callousness is
missing. Where is the drama in watching characters change from nice to
nicer? A growth from cruel to kind
would be much more effective.

IM STIOM HmHT COMMNT ofnon MKHIOAN o m

\

H Sit
Ending

HOTL BALTIMORE
OCTOBER 6-8 and OCTOBER 12-15
MAIN AUDITORIUM 8 00 pin
STUDENTS S2.00 ADULTS S4.00
■'• .

nocence as opposed to her Physical
Decadence. It did not work as well as it
could have. I would conjecture that in
the original production Girl was portrayed as a "Flower Child:" that
interpretation would have made for a
more believable and coherent characterization.
WITHIN THE former framework,
Sandy Lord did an apt job as Girl. She
is a good actress, but the role is a
difficult and, at times, thankless one.
As the desk clerk, Mike Schmidt was
refreshingly understated and low-key.
He conveyed a sense of always "being
in charge" without being obtrusive.
However, it was the characters of
April and Suzy (Melissa Bichl and
Roseanne Danko, respectively) who
stole the show. Bichl played a hooker
with a heart of brass and a personality
to match. She was entirely at home
with her character and played it to the
hilt. By far the outstanding performance in "Hot L," she alone is worth
the price of admission.

VA

MACKSWAMP
CamuMU>11teuta>t4mz.

EDITOR
APPLICATIONS
Now Available
Deadline: Friday, October 14
5 p.m. 106 University Hall
ox oi
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HAPPY 21st
BIRTHDAY!!
BABY GEORGE!!

s
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s
s
s
s
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You finally joined I \
us in the legal \ \
s :
ranks!

Love,
The
Sales Staff

I!
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8
8
8
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8
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jStroh's Wants to Wish the Falcons
jLuck Against the Toledo Rockets!
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To Say The Least

Advise For The Disadvantaged From A Kind Soul
by Scott Raymond Carpenter
Friday Editor

Lately I've received dozens of letters
from desperate readers seeking the
advice of someone worldly and wise on
the subject of love and romance. At
first I didn't plan to respond — what
with all the responsibilities of my
position mounting and a social calendar beyond belief to attend to — but
the pitiful cries for help and my undying concern for my fellow man have
gotten the best of me. Unselfishly, I've
taken time out of my busy day to
answer a few of the more urgent
correspondences. So let's get on with it
so these poor shleps can sleep better
tonight.
Dear Scott:
I'm a 5-foot-tall. 275-pound male
exotic dancer and boy am I a sad case.
I eat like a horse, drink like a fish,
sweat like a pig and op top of that I
can't get a woman to even look at me,
let alone go out. It was never like this
back home in Cleveland. What can I
do? I'm lonely. — Fat Little Stripper

Dear Scott:
I'm writing to you because I'm sure
you will understand and be able to
relate to my problem. I'm a very

Dear Strip:
You're right, you really sound disgusting. But you can be helped. First of
all you must overcome your obvious
handicap. Just remember that lots of
people from Cleveland learn to live
happy and productive lives. Secondly,
lose weight, grow up and stop behaving
like a sow. —SRC

you know? It's a real bummer because
I'm very sensitive and bright and need
someone to talk with and share my
feelings with without them jumping on
me the first time they lay eyes on me.
What can I do. — Magnet Lady

sensitive but terribly insecure woman
and I know you will set my mind at
ease. I feel like a pervert. My desires
are unnatural and getting me into a lot
of trouble lately. You see, I have this
thing for guys in dresses with beards
and nose rings who drive tug boats
with their feet. My shrink says I'm
normal but I have reservations. I trust
your opinion and will do anything you
say. — Too Strange For Words

Dear Scon:
I've just broken off with my boyfriend and am having problems finding
someone new. I'm very attractive, fun
to be with and not afraid of long term
commitments. The commitment part is
where I'm having difficulty. You see,
one hot drunken night my lover and I
decided to make a permanent bond and
had ourselves sewn together at the
elbows. As you can guess, getting away
from him is a bit tough and meeting
new guys under these conditions is even
tougher. Help me!!! — Siamese Idiot

Dear Strange:
Wrong. I can't relate to you at all.
You 're definitely a sick individual who
should be locked away alone for a
long, long time. Please don't write to
me any more. I don't like you. (P.S.
Do you have any drain cleaner around
the house?) —SRC

Dear Idiot:
I'm stumped. You're definitely one
stupid person and it's probably best
that you stay off the streets. Send me a
photo. — SRC

Dear Scott:
I'm 21 and a real good looker, if you
know what I mean. Anyway, I'm
having trouble meeting guys who don't
want me just for my physical assets.

Dear Mag:
I suffer from the same affliction.
It's terrible. The hords of women, the
stares of envy from my peers. I can
really identify with this. Let's have
lunch. - SRC
Dear Scott:
If ever there was someone to be
pitied it's me. I'm ugly, have no class
and am obnoxious as hell. My husband
ignores- me. My daughter won't bring
any of her friends home to play. My
dog sometimes mistakes me for a fire
hydrant. I'm in bad shape. — Joan
Rivers
Dear Joan:
The key to overcoming your problem is through financial success. This
will alleviate the frustrating feelings of
being unwanted. Go out there and
make a name for yourself and quit this
poor, poor pitiful me stuff, it won't get
you anywhere. — SRC

TAKES A TRIP
to

rsburg Paint & Palette
874-9339^~f 0 )
116 W. South Boundary

874-2506

JT

Perrysburg, Ohio 43551

Country Charm Shopping Center

- -

j

What's Mext at Perrysburg Paint & Palette?

A FREE Color Seminar!

Wednesday, October 12, 1983 7:30 p.m.
Join the group that knows the secret of Flawless Color Selection.
PlUK

See:
Discover:

Receive:

Meet Margaret O'Brien, OwnerMargaret O'Brien's Modeling School
2609 W. Central, Toledo, Ohio 475-4571

TONY PACKO'S
in
TOLEDO, OHO

TMK0CT1I
SIGN UP NOW IN UAO OFFCE

I i.M tor triisHrtatiM
YM Ml tor itotfT
CONTACT UAO for FURTHER
INFORMATON 372-2343

An actual Color Analysis done by Ms. O'Brien
How you can coordinate the colors in your home
environment with your own personal color
analysis, utilizing the Devoe Color Key System
- an International Color Reference.
Coupons worth 10% OFF all Paint & Wallcovering
Purchases, excluding sale items, -plus$10.00 Worth of Free Make-Up
with purchase of Color Analysis by Margaret O'Brien

Don't miss this seminar! It will both enlighten and excite
you about a very Important part of your life- COLOR Register now by calling 874-9339 or 874-2306 or atop In at
Perrysburg Paint Palett, Country Charm Shopping Center, Perrysburg

Professional hairs ryl/ng with

your kind of lifestyle In
mind I

E

FIRST EDITION
HAIR oeBION STUDIO
434 E. WOOSTEP

354-1477

Twins On C;
They say everyone has a double in
this world and surely most of us would
like to disagree. We all want to believe
we are unique and there is no one else
who looks, talks, acts or thinks the
same way we do. We want to believe
we are special.
Imagine if you did appear to look,
act, think, and talk the same as someone else. Frightening as it may seem,
there are some who have lived with this
since birth. Lee and Lynn; Janet and
Judy; Mickey and Patty; Les and Pete,
and Diane and Donna know that being
a twin can be special and unique.
Lee and Lynn Gay are identical
twins and in many ways are alike.
Their physical likeness can be seen in
both the "Women of BO" and "Coed
Collection" calenders and their other
liknesses can be seen in the classroom,
modeling for a bridal expo, showing
horses in an arena at a county fair or
working at LK Restaurant.
Lynn says it is "natural to take the
same courses, the same major and do a
lot of the same things." She explained
that living together and being treated
as identical people for the last 21 years
has probably led them to make many
of the same choices.
"All of our interests seem the same,
but our views are different," Lee
added.
Both junior speech and hearing majors, the pair comes from Whitehouse,
Ohio, by way of Texas, Pennsylvania,
southern Ohio and Bogata, Columbia,
where they followed their father's
career. Often enrolling in new schools
as a result of their travels, the New Kid
in Town syndrome meant double trouble for them as their appearance made
twice an impact.
"THEY CALLED us all the usual
names twins are called (in high
school)," Lee said. "Double Vision,"
was a big one.
The confusion others experience
with two people whose appearances are
the same can be whitnessed in the
Anthony Wayne High School yearbook, where their names and photos
were switched.
Though the young women say their
likeness cause them minimal problems,
they said it can sometimes be bothersome when one of them bumps into an
acquaintance of the other or they
appear together for the first time with
friends.
"People ask us every time we're out
together if we're twins," Lynn said.
Both Lee and Lynn said their similarities are benneficial in their modeling
pursuits.
"We play off each other and match
expressions. We read each other,"
Lynn said.
The sisters say they will probably

continue in school and maybe pursue a
masters degree in their field.
Fraternal twins, twins that look alike
but are not identical, may not have
quite the identity problem many identical twins have, but they too find their
existence special and different.
"We never used to get mixed up
until we came up here," Judy Boyer
said. " It is kinda funny, we don't look
at all alike, " Janet Boyer said. Janet
and Judy hail from Fostoria, Ohio and
both have varying interests and hobbies.
"EVEN THOUGH we are fraternal
twins, people sometimes get us mixed
up," Janet said. To look at them you
would think there are a lot of differences between the 21-year-olds, both in
looks and personality, but they have
other ideas.
"Janet likes to be the center of
attention, I'd rather stand back and
watch people and wait until they notice
me, then I soak it up," Judy said.
A broadcast journalism major,
Janet is interested in swimmimng and
writing. "Everything I do relates to
journalism," she said.
"All I've ever wanted to do is
teach," Judy said. An elementary
education/recreation major, the other
half of the set enjoys playing the piano
and guitar and running.
Their goals seem to reflect their
opposite facades. "I have much more
realistic goals than Janet. I want to
work my way up to the top, Janet
wants to start at the top," Judy said.
Because they are so different, both
Boyers pursue different things. "I will
not compete with Judy, she's my
sister," Janet said.

Les and Pete Szekely

"You don't have to go
through getting to know
someone new to live with"

"Our interests are so different we've
never had to compete with one another. We challenge others, but Janet
does it on a larger scale then I do. She
is not inhibited at all. I really worry
about what people think of me," Judy
said.
Socially, Janet and Judy have a lot
more in common. They both enjoy
dancing and partying. "We study
hard, work hard and party hard,"
Judy said.
They have a rule set up to avoid
dating the same guys. "We get compared enough, we don't need to get
compared by the guys we date," Janet
said.
"The most special thing about our
relationship is that Judy's my sister
and my best friend," Janet said.
Also fraternal twins, Donna and
Diane Orinstead of North Canton,
Ohio, say they find going to the same
school convenient and secure.
"It's comfortable," Diane said,
"you don't have to go through getting
to know someone new to live with.
We've lived together all our lives."

Story by Teresa Paretti
and Scott Raymond Carpenter
Judy and Janet Boyer

fipus Struggle
viduality
"When we were sepparated. . . we realized how important we were to each
other"

Donna added that rooming with her
sister makes it easier to make plans,
receive visits from mutual friends and
decorate thier room.
Being fraternal, rather than lookalikes, takes some of the confusion out
of being twins for Donna and Diane.
"Being identical would be complicated," Donna said.
BOTH SISTERS excel in academics
and have been honored for their
achievements since they shared the title
of valedictorian of their high school
graduating class. Here at the University, Diane is president and Donna is
vice president of Mortar Board, an
organization for students active in the
community and academically superior.
Though the two consider themselves
"very close," their fields of career
interest vary greatly. Diane, an education major, said she wants to work
with "gifted" children, kids with high
IQs. Donna, on the other hand, is a
geography major and has a planned
minor in marketing research.
Diane is especially proud of the fact
that she was the recipient of the Frazier
Reams Scholarship, a $150 fellowship
given for excellence in public affairs
and usually received by communication students.
Donna said even though there are
some disadvantages to having a twin
sister, such as each receiving the same
Christmas gift only in a different color
every year, she feels that having a twin
is "a very good feeling" because "you
feel real close to someone, like a best
friend."
Being best friends comes easy to
Mickey and Patty DeChellis as well.
The brother and sister from Canton,
Ohio, say they found out the hard way
how much each means to the other.
"We've always been real close but
when we were separated our junior
year in high school we realized how
important the other one was," Patty
said.
Participating in University sports,
Mickey runs on the men's track and
cross-country teams. "Patty's my best
fan. In high school she was always the
one who yelled the loudest at all my
events," Mickey said.
BEING PROTECTIVE of one another seems to come natural to twins,
"He never used to hit me no matter
how hard I would hit him. We always
stick up for each other when we get in
trouble, here and at home," Patty
said.
Both 20-year-olds lived in the same
dorm their freshman and sophomore
years. "People used to ask us if we
could stand being in the same building
with each other, but we liked it! It was
easy to get something we needed from
the other." Mickey said.
Mickey and Patty often can be seen
in the same social crowd. "His friends

and n y friends just seem to go the
same ,>laces," Patty said . "We don't
usually plan to go out together, it often
just happens that way," Mickey said.
Because they do hang out with the
same peer group they often influence
each other about friends and dating.
"We tell each other if we don't like
someone we are going out with, we
influence each other a lot," Patty said.
Both Mickey and Patty are business
administration majors.-His interest lies
in statistics and hers in finance. "We
didn't always plan on going to the
same college, but because the B.A.
program is so good we decided to both
come here." Patty said.
"We don't compete with each other
here at school, even though we have
had some classes together. I'm glad
she's a girl because if she was a boy I
think we would compete," Mickey
said. (Ditto for Patty.)
One set of male twins, at least, is
evidence of truth in Mickey's logic.
Pete and Lcs Szekely, fraternal twins,
say sibling rivalry was a problem for
them early in life.
"WHEN WE were younger we used
to compete a lot and that often got us
into fights," Les said. "Today we get
along better because we are not together that much, except at swim
practice," Pete said.
Pete and Les have now learned to
use competition in a joint effort as
members of the swim team. Their
athletic pursuits, however, are the
extent of their similarity.
"We are really two different people;
we live apart and hang around in
different crowds. We don't even swim
the same events," Les said.
Pete enjoys the breast stroke and
individual medley, whereas Les likes
freestyle and backstroke. Both sophomores started swimming at age nine;
today they give swimming lessons as
well as lifeguard.
Besides swimming, Les, a pre-med
major, likes basketball and partying.
Pete, a biology major, likes all kinds of
sports.
"People have mixed us up before
and we go along with it just for a joke,
but sometimes it is irritating having to
explain yourself," Pete said. "It bothers Pete sometimes if people mistake
us, but I laugh it off," Les said.
The brothers say they never experienced any identity problems because of
their situation. "We were raised as
individuals," Les said.
Most of the twins said they feel a
special bond between their brother or
sister and that they feel fortunate to be
part of a set of twins. The obvious
difficulties that may arise from having
someone appear to be just like you are
minor in the opinions of these lookalikes compared to the advantages. As
Lynn Gay enthusiastically puts it "you
can always count on having a tennis
partner."

Photographs by Patrick Sandor
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FRIDAY: "IMPORT
BEER NIGHT"
SATURDAY: "BJEAT T H
C L O C K O N PITCHERS!

Good Values Every
Day for Family,
Home, Auto & Farm

Andersons General Store

518 Illinois Ave , Maumee • Mon.-Sat. 8-9 • Sun. 10-5

Don't Miss This Vest Value!
Special Buy!

First Quality Down Vests
• Choosa from many styles and alxaa • Hurry while selection la beat. Quantities ara llmltad.

ACADEMY BROADWAY
We made a truckload purchase of all first quality 80/20 goose down vests and the tremendous value is paaaed
along to you. The manufacturer's regular coat to M on theee exact styles range from $24 to (32. This la truly an
excellent value!
Shop early while selection Is beat. These vests will be perfect Christmas gifts for men, women, boys and girls.
So pick up more than one tor that extra savings.
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